
Ojjice Memorandum • united statcs government

or, FBI datb: November 18, 19U7

GUY HOTTEL, SAC, WASHINGTON FTEID

•J1JMENT EMPLOYEES

COGOG

On October_
office, advised that] HL .

subject of Washington Field Office file 100-17709, and told him that she

•was not known tc
| |

but that a friend of hers had suggested that she

contact him* She stated that she was in a serious situation and when

j

(asked her what the trouble was, she said that her husband had been

questioned for two days by the Secret Service, she told l I she would
have contacted him sooner but she did not realize what was going on and
she requested that he help her*

|

(indicated that he would handle
the matter*

1 had previously been reported to this office bv al

The files of the Washington Field Office indicated that I

.ce bv al

nographer in the Treasury Department, f |
merely said

3-s a Jewish economist who constantly reads Russian propaganda
in the office, and indicated that she thought him to be a Communist.

On November 3, 19h7, Special Agent VINCENTX HUGHES of this

office contacted Agent TOM KELLY, Secret Service, Treasury rtanartment,
and inquired about any information that he had concerning!

[
It

was not disclosed to Mr, KELLY that information had been received concern-
ing this matter through Informant

! |
Agent KELLY advised that his

office had made a personnel investigation within the last few weeks of

| |

and that during the course of their investigation they had
uncovered ihlirraation to make them believe that he may be a Communist,
Accordingly, he had been interrogated by Agents of the Secret Service and
admitted to them that he had been a member of the Communist Party for a
period nf sryne two months. Mr. KELLY advised that there was no indication
that had ever engaged in any espionage activities. He further
statuu unm. copies of the report on] were in the process of being
typed at the present time and would be turned over to the FBI within a
period of a few weeks.

b7D

b7D

It is believed that the above set of facts constitute a good
possibility of developin

g |

s a confidential informant who

VWH*JC
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could be used as a source of information in the Communist Party government

group in Washington, and particularly for those members of the Party in
the Treasury Department*

It would be necessary to take the following steps in order to
develop this individual,

1, The Treasury Department, and in particular, the Secret
Service would have to be contacted and have it explained
to them what this office desires to do in connection
with

| |
namely, that they would like to u3e him

for the purpose of obtaining further information concern-
ing Communist party members in the Government. It would
be necessary to obtain from the Treasury Department an
agreement that they would not discharge| "

|until this
office has had an opportunity to develop nun as an infor-
mant. It should be pointed out here that at the time Mr*
KELLY of the Secret Service was contacted he stated that
as a result of their investigation!

|
would undoubt-

edly be discharged from the Treasury Department by one
means or another,

2, After having obtained the above agreement from the
Treasury Department .

. Agents of this office would have
to oontact| Erectly and present to him the
fact that nls services with the Government will undoubt-
edly be terminated because of his Communist background
unless he evinces additional cooperation with the Govern-
ment, by which we mean that he will have to go into
great detail as to all of his past, and in particular
his present activities with the Communist Party, and
further that he must activate himself, providing he is
not presently active, in the Communist Party government
group for the purpose of informing interested Government
Agencies, It is considered likely that the threat of
economic hardship to himself, his wife and his children
by the loss of his job will go far in encouraging]

j

to cooperate with this office, *
~

********
This case further presents a pattern that may be well to consider

in the overall loyalty program in obtaining information concerning Communists
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t

operating in the many government agencies by developing an informant in
each of the government agencies for the purpose of exposing other Communists.
The development of these informants may be materially assisted by the
knowledge that they will lose their jobs upon their failure to cooperate,,

The Bureau's viewB are being requested on the above proposition
for developing informants by this method in connection with loyalty invesgi-
gations, and the Bureau is being specifically requested as to whether or
not affirmative steps should be taken in the case oij

|

to
develop him as a confidential informant. An early reply on this matter
would be appreciated in view of the fact that it is likeljl l will
be discharged at any time. 1 1

- 3 -
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4

(A) LABOR 'MANAGEMENT RELATIONS ACT .1947 --- It has come to the Bureau’s at-

tention that certain individuals who :are union officials, Communist Party

members and informants for the Bureau in infiltration of labor organization

cases, .have been placed in -a delicate position by virtue of ’Section 101, Sub-

section 9 (h), of the Labor Management Relations Act 1947. This Section re-

quires that certain union officials oust .file an affidavit with the National

Labor Relations Board stating they are not members of the Communist .Party,

affiliated with the Communist Party or affiliated with any other organization

which advocates the overthrow of this Government by force or other illegal

means. Tn certain cases, informants who are officials of a predominantly anti-

communist union, have by 'virtue of this Section been faced with the alterna-

tive of not filing the affidavit and risking the loss of their union positions

or filing a ’fraudulent affidavit.

The Bureau, of course, will not and < cannot authorize any informant

to .file a fraudulent affidavit. At the same time it .is recognized that good
-informants in Tabor infiltration cases are of great importance to the Bureau.

It is also recognized that they are difficult to develop, ft is anticipated

that certain of these informants, when confronted by this dilemma, will re-
y

quest Bureau assistance to '.resolve their difficulties. It is believed that

certain of the informants will base their plea for assistance on the grounds

that they joined the Communist Party to increase their value, as informants
for the Bureau. While it is realized that these Informants joined the Party

on their own volition, such an allegation on their part could result in em-

barrassment -for the Bureau.

9 iCU/j
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*' %* Should theJJB informants be instructed to revive their difficulties
hder this Section of the Act as they see fit, it wilr undoubtedly result in

several disgruntled informants who no longer wish to cooperate with the Bu-

A possible solution to this problem has been suggested by informa-

tion recently received concerning the action contemplated by certain Commu-

nist Party members who are also officials of a major CIO union. It has been
reported that these individuals, with the knowledge and the consent of the

Party, intend to submit their resignations as Party members and to comply
with the provisions of Section 101, Subsection 9 (h) of this Act. The Commu-
nist Party, in at least one section. of the country, has indicated that it

recognizes the purpose behind these resignations as. prompted by reasons of

security and to enable these individuals to comply with 'the provisions of the

Labor Management Relations Act 1947.

It is suggested, therefore, that if an informant such as described
above, requests advice of a Bureau Division as to what action he take with
reference to filing a non-Communist. affidavit under this* Statute, the action
contemplated by the Party and union officials in the case mentioned above
might be outlined

.
to .the informant. This 'informant could then determine the

course of action he Intends to follow,1 in the event he chooses to resign
from the Party and the Party recognizes that his resignation is prompted by
security reasons /and to comply with rthe provisions of the Labor Management
Relations Act 1947,, his. effectiveness as ah .informant will not be impaired.

Under no circumstances .should you instruct such an informant to
adopt this. procedure, but rather should it be left for him to. determine the
course of action he will pursue with reference to this problem. No assurance
should be given to any informant, either expressed or implied, that he may
file a fraudulent affidavit- with the consent of the Bureau.

In the event an informant of your office requests advice as to the
procedure he should follow under this -Section of the Act, you should advise
the Bureau immediately of his contact . and the ultimate disposition of his
problem.



Director, FBI.

)

f SAC, New York.

DATE: 1/16/48

SUBJECT: CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS

ON AMERICAN VESSELS

INTERNAL SECURITY - R

Re Los Angeles letter 12/22/47*

The indices of this office reflect no record <

1
1 HJC.,

CC* San Francisco
Los Angeles

All INFOJ&S^OM CONTAINED

I^rSL^'ClA'.I.Tia

BATESklkJtl Mittf/a-bCi)
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Office Memorandum • united states government

:

DIRECTOR, FBI DATE! December 31, , 1947mm sac, baltikorb ALLIMFOMH'CONTAINEDl I

'

I

{Si^iS^CIAOT^ - -Wip .DATEJUk^L Ry^^w, )
me ir<u

>rence is mad© to my letter of December 9, 1947 entitled

|
NATIONAL STOLEN PROPERTY ACT", whioh was directed to the

o .copy to Chicago for their information in the case

|
Et Al, NATIONAL STOLEN PROPERTY ACT". A copy of

referenced letter is being enclosed herewith for the information of
Bureau and the SACS at Miami and Philadelphia, and for the attention

sistent Director E. J. CONNELLSY at Chioago, in rievr of the fact that

y not have previously seen this* communication.

There is also attached hereto for the. information of all offioes I
eiving this letter a copy of the New York reply letter dated December 20, *. V
7 entitled "UNKNOWN SUBJECTS, Theft of Approximately $31,105 in Watches .V* ^
Rings, Maroh 14, 1947, New York City, Uris Sales Corporation, Victim,

j

^^^^.TIONAL . STOLEN PROPERTY ACT". In this connection, ‘it is to be noted that

|
is a former bootlegger and has also engagedvin the extensive

’ "fi
i
;b7i

ng of counterfeit gasoline ration stamps during the past war. He
s extensive criminal connections in various sections of the country, and

as on a numbexvof occasions within the past year furnished reliable information '

o this office concerning matters coming within our jurisdiction.

This. individual has only been arrested in Atlantic City on April 13,
•^•^^1943 on ‘•a. gas ration coupon charge, for removal to Baltimore, but the case
^ was understood to have later been nolle prossed.

.
I

DEtaatnia-D- .xisr2RDlX& <

| |
has today advised Special Agent MAURICE D. duBOIS of this'

St office that he is willing to act as a confidential informant for this Bureau
in endeavoring to obtain information frorj l

and others

- j who are engaged in criminal activities that will be of interest to* this
-s^

)<?
’Bureau. It is believed very likely that he may be able to develop very

^ "^pertinent information concerning large jewelry thefts and interstate transportations
'4 of same, if given an opportunity to act as a confidential informant of this <

Bureau in Philadelphia, New York City and Miami.

In this- connection , it is to be noted that
|

~|
is only willing

y to -function on a strictly confidential basis and only if paid adequately
cover his expenses and. slight amount extra. Itis to be noted also in thS^J*’
connection that ho is presently recovering from* a diabetes condition which
had incapacitated him reoentlyvSffifr hft* now feels able to travel wherever It
is necessary. He has indicated t'^Vt4 |and his group are believed

V to be very extensive traffickers in Stolen jewelry and are alleged/

b

y| I -lnr\
C\lA to have connections in Los Angela!,^Milfcaukee, St. Louis and M&m^,«n?aS<iitio& jffff.^
jAtoChioaso. minoi,.

, <^ .V.\
\to Chicago, Illinois. :

*

71JAN3119# %
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December 31, 1947' Director", FBI

t*
,

> |V It is furthermore to be noted that the telephone number listed
' 4n ptf 1 at:f a r <?f December 9, 1947 mentioned above is the telephone number
*

foir| |and is actually Michigan 4-1918.
|

|. according
. to this informant is presently ill in a hospital, probably in Philadelphia,
and will be confined, there for a period of about one week.

h In view of the fact that the Miami season, is just’ beginning
and the, probability that reliable confidential informants in the criminal
field are necessary down there, it. is desired that the Bureau and
interested offices advise whether the services of this informant are

, desired as noted : above,, and if, so, what arrangements can be made with
$ him concerning his remuneration. It Is; believed that this informant

is well qualified- to be of value to this Bureau* and will be anxious
to furnish information that .will enable the Bureau to make some good
cases. It is desired that an early answer be. furnlshed'in .connection^,
with this matter as it is anticipated that

| [

will, be pressing for
an early reply as to whether his services sirs desired by this Bureau.

MDdBiKLS
66-New

cc; Chicago, Attentions Asst. Director E. J. CONNELLSY (Eno.)
New York (Enc.)
Miami (Enc.)
Philadelphia (Enc.)

Baltimore File 87-0-231
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TC) COMMUNIST PARTY, USA; CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS — The Communist Party

is instituting a drive to obtain $1,000,000.00 which requires pledges equiv-

alent to two weeks pay from each member. This is t,he

Communist Party to obtain money from its members .WVUJ)

Informants who are rank and file members, when requested to make a

-donation, should not immediately acquiesce and pay the stipulated amount but

should attempt to have the amount of the pledge reduced on the plea of neces-

sity, personal reasons, poverty, or otherwise. In attempting to reduce any

request, the informants may use the excuse of personal obligations, low income

rent ,
et cetera to Indicate to the Party that the demand upon them by the

Party is excessiveO^ fiP)

Informants who have an official status in the Party will, of course

have to donate or pledge a sum larger than the amount requested of a rank and

file member but any informant on such a higher level should also question, ir

possible, the amount of his pledge and not immediately hand ^ver any money

CLASSIFIED AMO
EXTENCEO

SAC LETTER NO. 5 Kt ASMI

Su" 3



^In any event, all informants should attempt to pay any donation or pledge
ari<instkllment basis,and in such a manner as to alleviate any possible suspi.

0̂
ey
picion.l

No blanket authority is being given by the Bureau to pay the donations
requested by the Party of our inforaants .Each office should advise ’the Bureau
by teletype of the sum demanded of each informant, the. action taken by 'the.' ^
informant to reduce the amount, reaction by the Party to the protests of the'^

1

informant, your recommendation in each instance and the reason therefor.
Consideration will then be given ’by the Bureau to reimbursement of each
informant and you will be advised by teletype. In offices having many in-
formants, if possible, one teletype should be dispatched to the Bureau setting
forth the required information. on each Informant. However, if a decision in
•regard -to a .particular informant is desired immediately, it is not necessary
;to accumulate data on all informants in eaph office but a teletype for the
particular, individual may be dispatched. ^(V^)

*

Very truly ^yours,

John Edgar Hoover
Director

Attachment for (B)

SAC LETTER NO. 5
Series 1948
1-13-48
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Office Memorandum, UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

date: January 10,
*

SUBJECT:
I 1 raroRUANTs

’ ^

Information which has been, furnished by
| |

informants in
connection with the Communist Party, Socialist Workers Party, Workers
Party and Socialist Labor Party has in the past generally concerned
Party memberships,, Party meetings, the identities of those attending these
meetings, social activities and the movement or transfer of members.

SgJEEdE-'

Inasmuch as these groups all have revolutionary aims ‘and purpoj*"—it
is "felt that at this time it would be highly desirable for the individual]

|

*'

informants to be contacted and requested to make records of any statements which wouldS;

show that it is the intent of the Party or Party member to overthrow the Govern- C
ment by force and violence. Any militant or revolutionary statement should be ^
accurately recorded and furnished to this Bureau in a manner which would allow it ii * u'

to be used for possible evidentiary purposes. ,

In this connection I informants should also be instructed to obtain
and properly identify Party literature which includes information concerning the
militant and revolutionary nature of the Party concerned.

/ ^

69 FEB 4 1948^
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WASH 8 FROM HEW YORK 5 A-59 M ^t_II01( COBIAIra>

DIREC TOP URGENT a „ / .

HaffiI " ls ^classified
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nu b. iJ-L- OTHERWISE, 1
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J -p <^3

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, IS-C. W: CONNECTION WITH THE CP FUND DRIVE 70

Obtain one million dollars wherein the party is demanding the

EQUIVALENT OF TWO WEEKS PAY FROM' EACH MEMBER, IT IS FELT THAT A (

GREAT SUM OF/ MONEY WILL BE DEMANDED FROM TNHE 3UREAU-S INFORMANTS

THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. REFERENCE IS MADE TO MYTELS DATED ONE TWO

FORTYEIGHT AND ONE FIVE FORTYEIGHT CONCERNING DONATIONS FOR INFORM*

slants nd three four two and nd three eight four, suto, the bureaus

POLICY ON THIS MATTER FOR OUR FUTURE GUIDANCE. .

SCHE^T ?WOORDED]

B ;o
?I9I00RDED] ,

71
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Concerning the Loyalty Program it occurred to .me that it migfrt not
be a bad idea for all Field Divisions to undertake a review of the Commie
cases with the objective in view of uncovering the identity of former p arty
members who have broken with the Party so that their names and addresses can
be listed in the Informant or Source of Information Box in each office. As
you know many former members of the Communist Party have completely broken
with the Party and are cooperative in furnishing information about their previous
associates in the Party. This review would be most helpful In malking available
for Agents who have not handled Commie oases reliable available sources of in-
formation. Hidden somewhere in a great many Commie files will be the identity
of these people. A oard could be prepared on each of these people showing
his complete name, present address, the name of the branch of the Party he was
affiliated with and the date he joined and left the Party. I think that this
Loyalty ‘Program is the most Important activitiy of the Bureau and because it
is so important we should handle these wanes with great diligence and thorough-
ness. A deadline for handling these reviews might likewise be set. To have
these readily available sources of information will make for the more expeditious
and efficient handling of these oases.

CTtDSS m s ^
RECORDED Kx.^w-3?7FBI,

55 Fa 16 1948
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*
Office Memorandum

J> COMftetNTIAL

UNITED .STATES GOVERNMENT

m

date: February 3, 1948

,4
v>

SUBJECT: SUGGEST!

• '
>

,
Reference is made to the memorandum from the Director to

dfr./U* A« Taca dated January 26/1948, in regard to a suggestion by
;d Bureau, employee that.all Field Division undertake a<#eviow of communist
.cases to uncover the Identity of disaffected Party members in order that

. their names and addresses can be listed in the Informant or source of
information box in each Office . The basis for this review allegedly is that

*
j,

forcer neabers are cooperative ’ in furnishing inforaation about their
S previous associates in the party and this review would be helpful in caking

| available for Agents who have not handled Communist cases -reliable available
$ sources of inforaation. The suggestion further provides for a card to be

|
prepared. on each of these individuals showing cocplete name, present address,
name of the branch of the Party with, which he was affiliated, and the date
he joined and left the Party. It was further suggested that a deadline . be
set for handling these reviews. By -having these sources of inforaation

unreadily available, the loyalty cases could be core expeditiously and efficiently

v, handled. "to pu
Lu \| i hf

** •

It is notv believed that this suggestion

Y
these reasons:

too,

;

EXCEPT WHERE SK/

.^THJSRWISg

.

1. The Field Is already burdened with a considerable aaount of
work and to request a file review of all Cocaunist cases would not

;

be worth the effort :for the purposes indicated -above. The fact

VJTT TwvnmfiTTAN ihdividual has broken from the Party does not per se cake

U<S catoidal- Tho Field is a«are of the possibilities.
'

”** b 1 Convolved in contacting disaffected members of the Cocaunist Party 1

as teyftdenced every 'day on the informant desk. Through live
informants and technical and microphone surveillances and trash
covers, et cetera, it can be safely said that every Office is
aware of the absolute necessity of contacting every available
source of Information*' to further our Cocaunist investigations.
One of the principal. sources of possible informants, has 'been and
still is ^disaffected Party members

mintr,— -M®'
.

»•

Requests come in xrom*ther/Field every day for Bureau permission
to interview members of the Party who have shown a Tack of interest
or who have quit outright. Further,;,these disaffected Party members
have not proven to be as good sottra^* of /information as one would
-think. They are for the most pant ranjwgfl&ffjLle members who do,i

know anything of value,, who haver

service to the Party and have fa".

c m
52FEB211948



0^
of individual have not been proven very productive. It. has been
possible to obtain informants in this manner but not in a sufficient
number or quality to warrant a wholesale review of all Communist
files in the Field.

,

2. As stated above,, it does not appear that the results of this
•tremendous project will be worth the effort and inaddition the

flat statement that these disaffected Party members are cooperative
may be disputed. In -some cases the disaffected Party member will talk
but, as previously stated, his information is of little value and it
has been found that a good many will not talk at all.

3. In co’nnection with, the suggestion, it is averred that hidden
somewhere in a great-many Communist files will be -the Identity of
these. disaffected Party ’members . It may be that these names are
hidden in. files without having received.any attention but the

. Field has been told time and time .again of the necessity -to

obtain and; maintain informants and since disaffected Party members
have been a lucrative source, the hiding away of any potential
informants would indicate a lack of supervision by the SAC In the
handling of Communist matters.

A. The listing in an index, as suggested, of the disaffected
Party members for ready -reference - of all Agents >not familiar
with Communist activities is, in the first place, a violation
of present .Bureau instructions. It is incumbent upon the Field
before contacting any individual as an informant on Communist
matters to make a discreet background check which must be furnished
to the Bureau for-additional file search- here and consideration
by the Bureau as to the advisability of making a contact. This
suggestion would overlook all this preliminary work and have any
Agent -not conversant with- Communist matters indiscriminately
contacting individuals as possible informants on Communist matters.

5. Setting up this index in connection with the suggestion
appears to be another burden on the Field and it has been, found
that the use .of Indices is over done. It Is not felt, therefore,
that another index, such as proposed,, .should be set up for possible
sources of information just for this one particular purpose., The
inspectors jbf their inspections of the Field, Offices and also
the Seat of Government in the handling pf the informant problem y
have stressed the necessity of maintaining Informant indices}
-in ,a> current and workable manner.? To do so, each informan

- 2 -
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f

fVv

be carefully selected before his name is placed into the
.index. Jo haphazardly put a lot of narr.es in a .special index
on informants would mean the setting up of another index to
cross reference these Informants on the ,'loyalty Program with ,

the main index on confidential informants. Considerable confusion
can result.

pf0

PBCO&StiPATIOlfS:

The .Field has been instructed many tines and is carefully followed
in individual infornant natters to be on the lookout "to obtain and maintain
informants, contacts, and sources of information not only on Communist
natters but on all of our investigative work. It is not believed desirable
•to initiate a project at -this tine, in view of our personnel situation,
which would require a review of all Communist cases in all Field offices
for disaffected Party members with the vague hope that some of them nay be
.able 'to furnish some Information on- Communism. It is not believed
desirable to set up another index which would consist of a lot of names
without taking into consideration the necessity of properly evaluating the
merits ota contact with any of these persons. It is, therefore, suggested
that no action be taken with regard to the suggestion in referenced
memorandum.

JDDilf

-3 -
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THE DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE CONFER!

UNITED STi, r,.:>M U VliRNMENT

DATE; Febri

.A (fl f

SUGGESTION 50^£EVIEE/ALL CP FILES FOR
POSSIBI^SOTRCES OF INFORMATION ON
LOYALTY PROGRAM

-

> to i

T^naan

At a meeting of the Executive Conference on February 9 ,

1948, attended by Messrs* Tolson, Tamm, Tracy, Glavin, Harbo, Mohr,
Clegg, Nichols, Rosen, Neaj^and Fletcher, a suggestion which had been
made to you to review a!3^^mmaniat^arty-i^e& in the various field
offices for possible sources of information.was discussed. The suggestion
was to instruct all field offices to undertake a review of Communist cases
to uncover the identity of disaffected Party members in order that their

les and addresses could be listed in the informant or source box in each
office*

It was unanimously agreed that this suggestion should not be
presently followed for these reasons:

1* The field has from time to time been specifically instructed
to be alert to the possibilities^ the development of
informants and sources of information on Communist matters*

2* The suggestion would impose a considerable burden on the
field offices to assign some of. their personnel to what
constitutes actually a project.

3* It would create another index of the Bureau field offices
of unknown value*

4* The correspondence from the field clearly indicates that
they are alert to taking advantage of disaffections as
they become known on a . current basis.

k

n

,

ssfipfia'

Respectfully,
For the Conference 1

cc - Mr. Clegg
Mr. Mohr

52 FEB 2ff§W

tjt Cjyde Tolbon^
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URGENT
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA,, DISTRICT FOUR. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS

SAC LETTER FIVE, JANUARY THIRTEEN LAST. ^CONFIDENTIAL INFORI

Mr. Niche

Mr. Ro*c»

Mr. Treey

,

Mr. Egaa

Mr. Cara*.

,

Mr. Uarbo

Mr. Mohr ...

Mr. P.aaiaston

.

Mr. <Juhaa Tanya....

|wAS REQUESTED FOR ONE WEEKS SALARY WHI^H WOULD AMOUNT vTOl

HE ADVISED CP OF HIGH TAXES, HIGH MEDICAL AND PERSONAL EXPENSES^

IN INSTALLMENTS DURING FEBRUARY.HE FINALLY AGREED TO PAY

THIS PLEDGE WAS ACCEPTED RELUCTANTLY BY CP. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT AUTH- J.|

^^)RITY BE GRANTED TO GIVE INFORMANT THE SUM Qf[

J «cu
g
s
J
F
)i

D?w xgi*

t CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT PLEDGE^
»

3 AMOUNT PLEDGED BY ANY <

| IN ORDER TO

m
v^l
b7D

THE LOWEST

OTHERS
l

PLEDGING FROM TWENTYFIVE TO THIRTYFIVE DOLLARS., JNFORMANTwUSED THE EXCUSE^

OF -LOW INCOME AND PERSONAL OBLIGATIONS FOR THE LOWER 1 AMOUNT OF HIS PLEDGE.

THE PLEDGE WAS ACCEPTED WITH THE REQUEST THAT INFORMANT INCREASE SAME IN /o I

INFORMANT HAS NOT PLAID ANY OFTHE EVENT HE FOUND THAT, HE COULD DO SO.

flllS PLEDGE TO DATE AND CONTEMPLATES PAYING BUT HALF OF SAME
V\

RECOMMENDS THAT THE SUM OF
0

THIS OFFICE §|

BE AUTHORIZED FOR THIS INFORMANT *R|

i \,
FOR, ALTHOUGH HE IS A NEW MEMBER OF THE PARTY,, HE HAS BEEN ATTENDING

b INDEXED 9^ tJ_l 7 £<1 1 o ? - 1L

i AND WAS ELECTE;

FEBRUARY NINE LAST. THIS AMOUNT IS RECOMM^!ff|fgg‘]§JgDER FOR IN-

INFORMANT TO MAINTAIN HIS POSITION IN THE AND T0

L CRITICISM OR SUSPICION OF HIS ACTIVITIES. IT SHOULD BE BORNE IN MIN

I ^ a ^ - .... w,



« •
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THAT THIS INFORMANT IS PRESENTLY BEING PAID AT THE RA?9fl

| |

HOWEVER,, A RECOMMENDATION IS BEING FORWAJRDED TO JTHE BUREAU THAT

THIS BE INCREASED TO TEN DOLLARS PER WEEK, -yj

/CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT , WHO SUPPLIES MATERIAL FROM

COMMUNIST PARTY HEADQUARTERS TO THIS OFFICE, CURRENTLY

|WITHOUT BEING PAID BY THE PARTY. LOCAL COMMUNIST PARTY FUN-

CTIONARIES HAVE INDICATED THAT THIS ^ORK WILL BE ACCEPTED IN LIEU OF A

MONETARY CONTRIBUTION SINCE INFORMANT HAD PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID BY THEM FOR

PARTY INTENDS TO RESUME PAYING INFORMANT WHEN FIN* *HIS

ANCES IMPROVE NO RECOMMENDATION FOJ^REI MBURSEMENT OF Cl

ITS BEING MADE AT THIS TIME

Confidential informant

DRIVE. HE WAS REQUESTED TO GIVE A WEEKS SALARY OF FORTY DOLLARS WHICH HE

PLEDGE TWELVE DOLLARS TO THE FUND

ADVISED HE COULD NOT DO INASMUCH AS HE HAS J^ENTLY HAD HOSPITAL BILLS FOR

BOTH DUE TO THESE CIRCUMSTANCES THE PARTY

AGREED TO ACCEPT THIS REDUCED AMOUNT AND REQUESTED THAT HE INCREASE THE

AMOUNT IF HE FOUND THAT HE AS ABLE TO DO SO. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE
*

FULL AMOUNT 0*1 1;BE ’AUTHORIZED *BY THE BUREAU . FOR THIS INFOR-

MANT—INASMC^ HE IS FINANCIALLY ^UNABLE TO PAY THIS' AMOUNT OF MONEY,

AND BEING A*PARTY MEMBER FOR THEjPAST SEVERAL YEARS, HE WILL BE EXPECTED

TO FURNISH AT LEAST

'UALLFORD
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TO it Mr. Tolson DAT.;* February 5, 191(8

' FROM i W. R. Olavln

ST DJKCT* UNFAVORABLE PUBLICITY -APPEARING

IH THE "DAILY IOWAN" ON JANUARY
23, 2*4, and 25th, 191*8* CAPTIONED
"THE GESTAPO .COMES TO IOWA CITY."

Reference is made to l£r. Edwards » memorandum to me of February li, 19h8,
concerning the a bove-msntioned matter* With reference to the Director’s inquiry
noted on the memorandum in question concerning Bureau instructions which have
been issued In connection with**ohool contacts* I am attaching hereto a copy of

SAC Lettor Number .152, Series 19147/ dated November 21*, iPh?, pertaining to the

development of informants* This oomounloation was forwarded -to all field offices.
It will be noted that the first paragraph of the communication discusses a situa-
tion which recently developed wherein a college student, during a discussion with
a Special Agent of the Bureau, was asked if there were any subversive organiza-
tions on the campus of the college. Ihe bulletin goes on to point out that the
student was irresponsible, had a detective complex and subsequently discussed
this matter with a professor of the college in suoh a manner as to ;jlve the
impression that he was being utilized as an undercover operative by the fBI to

report actions and expressions of the faculty and studonts concerning Communist
activities.

I

The communication further points out that it should be very obvious to Yy\
all SACa that such a program on the part of the Bureau to indiscriminately

'

devel^yp^informants among college students in the manner indicated would reflect
on the bureau and would subject the Bureau to considerable embarrassment and
criticism. The bulletin, in two paragraphs, stat ;S as follows*

"I desire to call to your attention the imperative
necessity of abiding very carefully by Bur au instructions
concerning the development of informants and that in initial
contacts with anyone considered as a possible informant no
information be discussed tending toward the development of

security information. In other words > before potential inform-
ants are approached along those lines, their backgrounds and

complete information oonoeming them should first be obtained
so that an adequate knowledge concerning the reliability
of the person being considered will be definitely known
before an approach to obtain security information is made.

"It is imperative that Spedial Agent3 In Charge

carefully supervise the work of Special Agents In the develop-
ment of informants to definitely eliminate the possibility

ORIGINAL

COPY

FILED

IN
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of the Bureau using irresponsible persons as informants in
any capacity or in any degree# As a general proposition,
I consider it highly undesirable to uae^e-tudents as informants
in view of their immaturity and their general lack of appre-
ciation of the problems with which the Bureau is confronted.
As you have been previously instructed, before any individual,
and this, of course, would apply particularly to students, is
approaohed with the idea in mind of developing into a con-
fidential informant for the purpose of obtaining security
information, complete background data should be obtained and
such data transmitted to the Bureau."

In the present case, it is not felt that there was any attempt to develop
an informant at the University of Iowa# A check on the American Youth for Democracy
branch at the University of Iowa was a regular check made to keep abreast of the
activities of the organizations on the oampus. It was known to the Special Agent
and to the A-*ent in Charge at Omaha that the "Daily Iowan, " a campus newspaper*
had a running morrue on this organization. 'Hie Special Agent, in making his con-
tact, made it for tha sole purpose of reviewing the newspaper morgue and for nothing
further. Bad he not reviewed the information in the ne^paper morgue and if he
were to handle this assignment to bring the files of the u taha Office on this
particular chapter of the American Youth for democracy" organization up to date,
it would have been necessary for him to make personal inquiries on and, possibly, off
of the campus whioh inquiries may have resulted in a greater embarrassment to the
Bureau. The only alternative would be to make no inquiries whatsoever, since it is
entirely possible that anyone an the oampus, a professor, another official, or
another individual, might publicize such inquiries made of him.

’?e had used this morgue before when another Individual was the reporter
contaot. Before our Special Agent contacted Mr. Henry, the present reporter who
took air former contact’s place, he checked the reliability of Henry with the Chief
of Police of Iowa City, a National Academy Graduate, and with the Public Relations
Director at the University, both of w om okayed the Agent’s contacting Henxy, stat-
ing that he was a smart, dependable young reporter.

It is not felt that either .SAC Dalton of the Omaha Division or SA
Ambrose Nicholas Strlttmhtter, the Special Agent who handled this inquiry, violated
Bur iau Instructions contained in the SAC letter of November 2h f l$>h7«

The Executives Conference consisting of Messrs. Tolaon, Tamm, Glavtn,
Tracy, Harbo, Rosen, Cle^g, Fletcher, Neaso, McGuire and Mohr considered the :*eneral

overall problem as presented in connection with the covora -e of Communist Party
and Communist front group activities on the campuses of colleges and universities.

- 2 -



It 'iraa the opinion of the Conference that the ^peoial Agent who conducted
the investigation on the campus of Iowa University nad used good judgment in making
a preliminary contact before endeavoring to review the newspaper morgue of the
"Daily Iowan " The Conference considered the advisability of discontinuing entirely
our coverage of Communist Party and Communist Party front organization activities
on college and university campuses with the thought in mind that such contacts would
generally result in criticism being leveled at the Bureau and that the activities
of such organizations could be followed on a national eoale without endeavoring to

try to identify the leaders on the various campuses and the individuals actively
participating in such subversive groups. The American lou^htfbr: Democracy, of
oourse, is the most aotive group In Waich we are interested on a nation-wide basis
but triero are other groups, for lnstanoe the American Veterans Committee, which is
active on some campuses and which has been successfully penetrated by the Commnists,

Mr, E« A. Taau pointed out that 0-2 of the Army was very much interested
In the Communist Party arid Communist front group activities on the various campuses
of colleges and universities for the reason that there are reserve components of the
Army on many of the campuses and the Army consequently would be interested In
knowiiV’ whether any of their reserve officers are actively engaging in subversive
activities, Mr, Tamm also pointed out that in many of the colleges there are a
number of reserve offioers who are students and the Army is likewise interested
in following their activities as a general proposition, likewise on some campuses
there are certain secret installations and projeota undertaken for the branches of
the armed forces and on these campuses it would be desirable Vo know the type of
subversive activity being conducted not only as to faculty members hit also as to
the Army trying to obtain coverage on the various college and university campuses in
connection with subversive activities among students, Mr, Tam felt, therefore,
that we could not at this time logioally discontinue our national coverage of the

Communist Party and Communist front groups on the campuses ol* universities and colleg

Messrs, Tolson, Tamm, Harbo, Rosen, Clegg, Hease and Mohr recommend the
following program for coverage on college and university campuses with respect to
Communist Party and Communist front activities*

1, No oontaot be made with students,

2, Contacts on the cicnuses be restricted to established, reliable
college and university officials

,

3, Speoial Agents conducting such investigations preferably rely on
non-student, outside reliable sources,

lj. Investigating Agents endeavor to obtain discreetly copies of school
papers and publications which describe organizational activity on the campuses*

These members of the Conference felt that if such instructions are
issued to the field -» that criticism of the Bureau’s investigations on college
and university campuses will be drastically curtailed and possibly eliminated. If
the Director agrees with the majority of the Conference, the neoessary SAC letter



will be sent to the field embodying the foregoing Instructions.

Messrs. Olavin, Traoy, Flotoher and McGuire did not agree with the
majority of the Conference because they ^®lt that the instructions agreed upon
by the majority would not solve the problem of future criticism of the Bureau's
activities in conducting investigations of Communist Party and Communist front group
activities on college and university campuses and they felt that investigating
Agents should be permitted to oontact students whoa they know to be reliable and suf
ficiently mature to maintain such contacts in confidence. These members of the
Conference feel that no change should.be made in present Bureau instructions other
than to advise the Special Agents in Charge that investigating Agents should
endeavor to rely upon students of known reliability in making their contaots and
conducting subversive investigations on oampuses of colleges and universities.

Respectfully,
For the Conference

I agrBe with majority. I note
Tamm's views on P. 3 and am Clyde Tolaon
not clear. I thought we jgave

to Army all authority to investigate
resorve offioers .and applicants
for reserve. Am I in error? £. A. Tamm

H.
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(B) BQi.fpPfc1,T \t .l-TFORMWS — ReferWe Is made to SAC Lett tr 7. , log, Series——

.

1947, dated Bov?mbsr 24, 1947, concerning .a situation wherein criticism was

.leveled at the Bureau due to a contact with .an irresponsible, irr:.aturs individ-

ual on a college campus. The student in question was not developed as an in-

formant but ‘he discussion which was had with him by the Special A^nt was
carried to a professor in such a manner as to give a wrong impression .and re-

sulted In considerable embarrassment to the Bureau. You .ore advised to care-
.fully scrutinise the informant program in your division and to be extremely
careful In not only developing informants, but also In discussions with individ-
uals on security matters.

Another situation has .arisen as a result of a contact made by a Special
on the campus of a midwest university. The contact was for a legitimate

Eon in the coverage of subversive activity but became the causa of several
1 articles in a campus! paper in which an elaborate misconstruction was placed
upon the contact, in fact, the Bureau wae accused of “being a "Gestapo.” >1

Consideration has bean given to the problem of adequately discharging v *

our responsibilities in regard to subversive activity on college campuses in

such a manner as to avoid additional unfavorable reflection. In order to prop-
er!y follow subversive activities, particularly as they apply to youth organi-
zations, it is necessary that our investigations be diligently pursued but at
the same time definite action must be taken to prevent -any further embarrassment.

Effective immediately, therefore, in connection with your coverage of college

and university campuses with respect to Communist Party and Communist front *

activities and subversive activity generally, no contact is to be made in the

future with students. If you now have informants, contacts or sources of in-
formation who are students, a communication should be directed to the Bureau in
regard to each one who you feel is mature, reliable and trustworthy and who, in **

your opinion, ehould be retained in Ma present status. In addition to background ®
data and an analysis of his value, you should also set forth your recommendation, g
A review will be made by the Bureau of the information which you submit on each ^
person and you will be advised as to whether or not he should be continued,

In conducting these investigations, reliance should first be placed
on non-student outside sources, If necessary, contacts may be made on the L-s

campuses, but restricted to established, reliable college or university offi- »
ci als. Students should be utilized only when approved by the .B.ure.aiK It is ap- <5

predated that at times it is necessary to obtain school publications ('but you
should endeavor to obtain such school papers and publications which describe
organisational activity on the campus in a discreet and indirect manner.

,

- '
•

, . /

I wish to again emphasize the necessity of maintaining close personal
touch with the entire informant program in your office, tc^Wo^S' scich as the
Bureau has recently experienced due to our investigative activity* on college ^
campuses was the result of necessary contacts, but I desire, particularly in con- ’v

•'‘nArttlrtn wl t.Vi {nfftrmftnto nnA cf.Viftr fnrtoti nrta r>? unm* Tv, ««», ^
^ ,

/Section with informants and other functions of your officer thsiryTTrie most
* f P,ifcftna®qqt to prevent such criticism in the future.

I
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SAG, Boston

Director* JBI

March 12, 1948

POTENTIAL IHJORMAOT - MARITIME MATTERS
IKTIRHAL SECURITY - 0 /

\
.3..W

' Enclosed imrgwiih tun
y
hatpstailc

the "Bureau from one I
J,
of

|
|
Boston,

Massachusetts, dated Psbruary 28, 1948, and postmarked March 1, 1948 at Boston.
It Is noted that the writer addressed this letter to a Mr. Smith, federal Bureau
of Investigation, Washington, 2). C., hut requested that this letter he forwarded
te the Boston JBI Office. v*i-iv‘ (*,

Bureau files contain no such reports a^ ]

refers to in his letter.
A shock of the Bureau files revealed no references that are eoiqaletely Identi-
fiable with the writer of enclosed letter. There is e^t put ibelow, for your
possible assistance. Information from Bureau files that may possibly identify
the captioned Individual or a a*caber of his family.

JUIIJWFOM COHTAINHIbVD

: Bairs uxictd I

BATE hikzkl— 1

conies nf a latter recei’^SPw^

Reference is made to Mbs report of Special Agent R. G. Tlynn dated
July 3, 1941 at Boston, your file loo-llai. entitled

| |
Internal

Security - 2* wherein mention is made of a| i »<» r.rn. q<Kiv

the son of the subject of refersneed Boston report.
|

|of
the subject of that file, was .an alien enemy. (100-32334=17

Burther reference is made to a I la a Boston letter to the
Bureau dated January IS, 1941 entitled "Italian AotiWitian in tha nh<i»a

MaanmiAm - ts mJLm. —r—

I

|

at
| 1 Vlnthrop.

.Ui..im;...witn ^0I=TUU3=U7

On April 13, 1942. Censorship daily report, conr 174, volume #4426-4446,
in Bureau files llsts.mJ_ 1 v^ttpop, Massachusetts, 1

as reported to be the Lad very active as
well In other Basel st

'

» iu—

n

v»,3-u<i;.o»-xi 'uu7

You are instructed to check your indices and files for a possible
record or Identification of captioned individual. If he is not already known to
your office, you are requested to contact him and orally acknowledge his letter
and at that time obtain any such information he has that is of Interest to the
Bureau. This matter should be given* early attention inasmuch as Spano Indicated
in his letter that he was leaving for Europe In April.

fjjps
'

*7 T'*"**5"*
grg^Hteslosuriu,

‘ '

' w D Q
Bigs ***« *m PA >
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ujpce • UNIX^WAt^el^VERNMENT

Director, FBI date: March 13, 1948

FROM

SUBJE(

JAC, .Denvero
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS

Reference is made to SAC Letter Number 32 dated February 25, 1948,
which requested advice as to informants utilized by this office who are
students.

I wish to advise that this office has no such informants. We
have made arrangements at the campuses at the major schools located in this
territory to obtain information with respect to possible subversive activity
on these campuses through other sources. In most instances we obtain
information from students directly through third parties who are not students.
The students are not aware that information they furnish to these third
persons is being made available to the Bureau.

RPKsic
66-40

Aa-HFOsa^iHM rag™*®1

*

\a)

KBO<33©&D 'Jk?~ 13 X
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CTANDAKD FORM NO. «4
ip

Ujpce jyiwwt^ncium • united states government

to '

>- Director, FBI ,datB: March 31,, 1948

froi|w^SAC, Charlotte
' pn"~TT7HTflTr—

SUBJECT: DE7BL0PI©IT OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS j*,) 'j . /

I ON CRIMINAL MATTERS
—

-j —

.

J
;y.oi .

'v -
1

In conformity with SAC Letter No. 47, dated April 30, 1946, this
Is to advise that no- additional infoments have been developed
in the Charlotte Division during the month of March,, 1948.



SAC, Washington F-eld

Director, FBI

Xovewber 21, 1947

LDIALTY OK GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
COOOG

Rcairlet 11-18-47, advising that an employee of the
Treasury Department, has admitted to agents of the Secret Service that ho la a
member of the Communist Party and there is strong likelihood that he will be
discharged from Treasury in the near future because of this fact.

In view of the difficulties which mist be encountered in handling
the investigation of Federal employees under the Loyalty Program, it will be
necessary to not only enlist the cooperation of Secret Service and higher of-
ficials in Treasury but undoubtedly the Civil Service Commission. Ho affirmative
action should be taken by your office to raaKe an informant as
long as lie is employed by 1>Aasui-^. You should, however, keep a discreet check
or. the situation as re ards^^^^^^nd when he is discharged further discreet
inquiries concerning r,is bacKgrouna should be made if necessary to ascertain
his connection with any other organisations of a subversive nature. The results
of your inquiries, together with the conclusions and the report of Treasury on

ahou"1 ! be made known to the Bureau for consideration as to whether an
affirmative- step should be taken to attempt to make an informant

An/ views, comments or suggestions which you or the Agents in your
of: ice iiandling O'JJG and Connunirt matters may care to sa e in regard to
her.'nan should also be set forth in this memorandum to the Bureau.

J-Jj :LH'-



ffoveaber 21, 1947

§ i
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SAC, Washington Field

Director, FBI

BET EMPLOYEES

b7D

Reurlet 11-18-47, advising that! I an employee of the
Treasury Department, has admitted to agents of the Secret Service that he is a
ember of the Communist Party and there is strong likelihood that he will be
discharged from Treasury in the near future because of this fact.

In view of the difficulties which mist be encountered in handling
the investigation of Federal employees under the Loyalty Program, it will be
necessary to not only enlist the cooperation of Secret Service and higher of-
ficials in Treasury but undoubtedly the Civil Service noirnniasinn. Ho Affiynative
action should be taken by your office to make an informant of

|
|

as
long as lie is employed by Treasury^- You should, however, keep a discreet check
on the situation as regards |and when he is discharged further discreet
inquiries concerning his background should be made if necessary to ascertain
his connection with any other organizations of a subversive nature. The results
of vour inquiries, together with the conclusions and the report of Treasury on

|
should be made known to the Bureau for consideration as to whether an

affirmative step should be taken to attempt to make an informant o
| |

An/ views, comments or suggestions which you or the Agents in your
office handling COGOG and Communist matters may care to make in regard to
Sherman should also be set forth in this memorandum to the Bureau.
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Um • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Mr. E. A. Tamm

Ur. D. M. Ladd

ClXKJOj

INFORMANTS UNDER LOYALTY PROGRAM

ijJ
;E: November 20, 1947

The Washington Field has learned that one)

employee of the Treasury Department, has been the suojecx or a personnel

investigation within the last few weeks which uncovered information indicating that

he might be a Comminist. . According to Agent Tom Kelly of Secret Service, who was ,

y

[was interrogated and admitted being a member ofcontacted in this matter!
jthe Communist Party for “

laccording to Kelly, thal

jof the report on him

rtf some two months. There was no indication,

lhad ever engaged in espionage activities and copies

be turned over to the Bureau within a few weeks. The

>n was made by Washington Field that consideration be given to utilizing
as an informant in view of his admitted membership in the Jferty while being

employed in the Treasury Department. It was suggested that this matter be haprilad

quiclcLy as It is likely] [ill^be^ischil-ged^at-affiL^img. CeHHn steps were
set forth by Washington Field which could be the means of using |as a source
of information in the Communist Party Government group, particularly members in the

Treasury Department which would necessitate the contacting of Secret Service as to

I

our activity. It probably also would be necessary to enter an agreement with
Treasury thaij [would not be discharged until_hfi_Hars_.developed as an informant.

Mr. Kelly already has stated that there is no doub-q |will be discharged from
Treasury by one means or another. After obtaining an agreement with Treasury,

would, of course, have to be contacted and his possible discharge from em-
ployment pointed out to him as well as the i

n -*-ge of cooperating with the Govern-

I

ment. There is no present indication that
|

fwould cooperate but it was
pointed out by Washington Field that the mare lose nf ^"

i job would constitute an
economic hardship and might be sufficient to turd into an informant.

pot, believed that any affirmative steps should be taken t.o Havelop^
|as a confidential informant. In view of the difficulties with which we would

he confronted in obtaining +.ha ao^iatance of Secret Service and high ofriclals~oI
the Treasury Department, which knowledge might be used to our detriment. Under the
old"Hatch Act program we Wert able to defer individual investigations of Government
employees who were cooperating with us in furnishing information which was of
assistance in other investigations of the same type. Clearance for this policy was
obtained from the Attorney General on June 16, 1942, in reply to our memorandum of
Jane 8, 19A2. The indlvirfual s of particular rnncam a t. tv^at time were former in-
formanta
Washingtl

j:who were assisting the

An informant in Treasury and other Government agencies would {

desirable as information concerning membership in the Government on the
Communists is lacking due no doubt to the extreme secrecy surrounding
and its activity. There are many difficulties confronting us, however,^ in placing
informants in the Government under the Loyalty t^gramr",

As^mentioned"above . the
Bureau had some control over the individual investigations under the old Hatch Act

JDDtLH'^
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Mr. E. A. Tamm

but under the Loyalty Program if the Civil Service requests an investigation to
determine whether a person comes under Part V, Section 1, (f ), such an investi-
gation must be undertaken and the employing agency is aware of this. It also

is understood that a check is made of us concerning the progress of this requested
inquiry. The subsection (f), mentioned above, pertains to "membership in,

affiliation with, or sympathetic association with any foreign or domestic orga-
nization, association designated by the Attorney General as totalitarian.
Fascist, Communist, or subversive ..." It would be necessary, therefore,
to not only have some approval from the Attorney General or, at least, give him
some knowledge of our holding any investigation in abeyance concerning a Govern-
ment employee who was cooperating with us but it would also be necessary to have

[

some agreement with Civil Service and probably the enploying agency to defer an
inquiry. This would be practically impossible to handle on a confidential basis,
as well as being cumbersome, and we are, therefore, faced with the necessity of
conducting an investigation of an informant in the Federal Government if we
attempt to use such an individual. No affirmative steps, therefore, are possible

I in gaining informant coverage in the different Government departments unless
[particular individuals come forward and voluntarily furnish this assistance.

RECOMMENDATION

1)

There is attached for your approval a memorandum to Washington Field
advising that no affirmative steps should be taken to attempt to make Meyer
Sherman a confidential informant. At the same time the Washington Field is
being advised to keep track' of the employment of

| |

and when he is dismissed, b7D

as soon as possible additional inquiries be made of a discreet nature to determine
whether at that time he may not be interviewed as informant material. No inter-
view is to be conducted, however, without first furnishing the Bureau the results
of the Treasury investigation, together with additional discreet checks on

land an opinion by the SAC as to the advisability and possible success of
an interview.

2)

In view of the practically insurmountable difficulties with which we
tare confronted under the Loyalty Program, no atteupt should be made at this
mime to establish a policy of obtaining informants in the Government agencies,
pn the other hand, if any field office submits the name of a possible informant
/requiring no affirmative action on our part but merely the acceptance of infor-
/mation from the individual, such should be accepted if the circumstances of
each individual case indicate no possible embarrassment to the Bureau.

3)

Under Recommendation #2 it was stated that we could accept informants
who volunteer their assistance but if any field office submits the name of a
possible informant requiring action on the part of the field in developing or
encouraging an individual, it is further reconmended that generally approval not
be given. Two fairly recent examples handled by the informant desk of this

- 2 -



type involved a Bureau of Prison guard at the Atlanta penitentiary, a member
of the UFWA, in which case Atlanta was advised to take no steps in developing
him as an informant but any information which he volunteered should be accepted.
The other case involved an employee of lifer Assets Administration in Honolulu
who appeared at that office and admitted being a former member of the Communist
Party. Honolulu was advised to take no affirmative steps towards making an in-
formant in view of his employment and an additional reason was the fact that
he had been investigated by the Bureau in the past under the Hatch Act.

Attachment
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Reurlet January 21, 19li8, In
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results thereof set forth in the report of Special Agent John M. Collina
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review of this report does not indicate that details of the
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the surveillance logs of the ten day surra:
submit to the Bureau details of the daily routine of I

>r similar to the reports of
1 You are requested to review
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auen ast

Average tins whan he left his residence for Communist Party
headquarters)

fS>

Manner of daily travel such as subway, taxi, or by walking) if
he walked, the usual streets which he used)

Any places which he nay have frequented such as newspaper stands,
cigar stores, or the like)

Any particular restaurant or restaurants which he frequented far
breakfast, lunch, or dinner)

Any other item of interest cm Johnson's habits which could be used
as an avenue of approach, which approach would be made to him when
he is alone and in the course of his regular routine.

n.
- i

. Per example, it may be deemed desirable to make a contact with

j |

in a casual manner in a favorite eating place or in the course of
his regular travel to or from work or at some public meeting. ,
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& Office A‘‘ f/^t&jL'.JM • UNITED v&iL* -i -rtJRNMENT

l » Director, FBI DATE; April 20, 1948
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Pursuant to instructions contained in Bureau letter dated March 12,

1948 J |

was interviewed and receipt of his letter to the

Bureau was acknowledged at that tine.

Fron information developed during interview with this individual,

it is believed that he ppssesses no information of value' to the Bureau nor

will he be placed in a position offering such assistance in the future.

Regarding his leaving fori Europe, he stated that it was his desire

to obtain a job with a new service in Rone, Italy, doing translation work

but that no definite arrangements Had yet been initiated.

No further efforts will b^ made to contact SPANO.

LHB/jas
“ 100-1121
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April 21, 1948

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. -TAMM t

LADD
CLEGG
HARBO

m^nBUttiz^d

I have recently had called to joy attention the following
matters which I would like to have you carefully consider and submit
your recommendations to me lor possible .further action:

1. Loyalty Program

In one divisional office, considerable success has been
achieved in meeting the Bureau* s deadlines in Loyalty of Government
Employee cases by the SpeciaJ, Agent in Charge insisting that all
deadlines be met. The observation was made that the setting of dead-
lines in these cases has increased the efficiency of the Agents in
handling them in that it requires a constant drive on their part in
planning their work a day in advance and in executing the plan in
order to. meet the deadlines. The newer Agents working on these cases
are being given instructions daily in how to. bundle them and how to
meet their problems . Each morning a conference is held for the Agents
handling Loyalty of Government Employee cases, at which time the
problems arising in connection with these cases are discussed, questions
are answered, thus simplifying the supervision of these cases and en-
larging the knowledge of the Agents by a sharing of the experience of
each'other in these cases. - , ,a

\Ur^X^ - ' 7
2, Development of Informants^ I

jp*
* 1

It has been suggested the Loyalt^ ptit&rik dJttsrs many
opportunities if properly exploited in the development of informants
in Communist matters. In one office the procedure for alerting the
Communist Squad to possible informants is to have the Agents working
on Loyalty of Government Employee cases write a brief .memorandum on
possible Informants so that the data concerning the possible informant
can be assembled and a letter written to the Bureau requesting the
necessary authority to proceed with the development of the informant,
•It Is felt that since many new Agents are assigned to this type of
investigation, their attention should be directed to this possibility
--as many former Communists are interviewed as well as people who have
'been approached by the Communists to join the Communist Party, with the
resultvthat such individuals may well be considered as possible sources
of information. and Bureau informants.

7 1MAY7-194C
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3. Development of Agents in the Handling of Technical Equipment

The observation has been made that in every office only a Tew
if any Special Agents are fully qualified to handle sound equipment,
to act with confidence with a camera, to make plaster casts, etc*
While the .Bureau's training program seeks to qualify Agents in these
fields, it has been suggested that valuable results might be achieved
by the preparation of a questionnaire to the field to discover which
Agents among the field employees are particularly interested in such
subjects so that additional instruction in the field and at the Seat
of Government might be given to such employees. It has been further
suggested that an Agent who is interested in sound work, for instance,
should as :ln cur .Accountant's training program be assigned in the
field under the supervision of the sound man in that particular office
to make necessary installations and a report should be submitted to
the Bureau on the development of such an employee setting forth the
type of installations made and the problems encountered. It was felt
that this should also apply to the use of the Photorecord camera where
the set up and the time consumed in setting it up and dismantling it
are of importance.

4. Firearms Training and the Handling of Bureau Weapons

The observation has been made that in recent months a lack of
knowledge on the part of Agents in dismantling weapons has been noted.
It was felt that the newer men should be further instructed along this
line. The suggestion was 'made that in each field office for a period
of six months, groups of Agents should be assembled under a firearms
expert and given specific instructions in the care of firearms and each
Agent so selected for this training should be given the assignment for
several .months each year to be responsible for the firearms in the
office.

5.

Internal Security Program - Communism

My attention has been called to the fact that when the Bureau
first started inquiring into Communist activities, many of the cases
were opened under 61 and 65 classifications. 1 have been informed that
in many of these files valuable lists of Communists for the years

1939 to 1941 appear and that on many of these people ’no recent infor-
mation is available in our files* A strong possibility exists that
information relating to members of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade and
persons trained in Communist schools in Eussia might appear and that
the names of many of these people would not appear In the presently
segregated Communist indices. While it is true that most of the 65
classification cases would relate to German and Japanese matters, it
was suggested that some consideration should now be given to a review
of these files for the preparation of the Communist indices now being



set up in the field. It "was -felt that a review of these files In
spite :of the additional time and effort that might be required would
be of value in disclosing members of the Abraham Lincoln, Brigade,
persons trained in Eussian schools, sources of Information such as
former Communists who might be Interviewed in .Loyalty* of Government
Employee cases or in furnishing evidence in oases of Communists who
might be taken into custody -in the event of hostilities, possible
informants, possible hideouts of Communists and leads for information
as to the present membership of Communist Party branches in which
there .are presently no informants.

As I have Indicated, X am desirous of having you give these
suggestions and observations your immediate consideration and study
in order that appropriate recommendations can be submitted to me for
further consideration and action.

Very truly yours.

John Edgar Hoover
director
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO s THE DIRECTOR DATE; May 17, 1948

FROM s JOINT COMMITTEE

SUBJECT:

*y

SUGGESTION NO, 910
EMPLOYES: .INSPECTOR M. E. GURNEA SAVINGS; NONE

AWARD: NONE

.MEMBERS PRESENT: R. T. 'HARBO

L. V. BOARDMAN
B, B. LONG
S. K. 'McKEE

SUGGESTION; That; the present policy of segr egating>^ex oardspn general

Investigative .confidential informants froi^ards'^on^'oonf-iden tia 1

national "defense JL^formanlps. Be eliminated. At present each of
J

these is treated a^ sTseparate group of cards, and within each
group they are sub-divided first by geographic location and then
are arranged in alphabetical sequence within each sub-division.

The Joint Committee felt that it makes Tittle difference as to

whether they are maintained separately as at present or are

Merged -into a single file. Accordingly, it is the recommendation
of the Joint Committee that no change be made.

' JOINT COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION; Unanimously unfavorable.

EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE RECOMMENDATION : Executive Conference S/2l/48 unanimously
unfavorable. Present Messrs. Tolson, Tamm,' Tracy, Glavin, Mohr,
N, H. .McCabe, Fletcher., Rosen, Nease and Harbo.

Respectfully,
For the Conferenoe

,WvJi' ..uM'tti3

Clyde Tolson

0JTi£
Tamm

HTHid^b
CC: Mr. Clegg

Mr. Mohr .3 CC - i/; ..



'CoPViS^/‘

ernes imomvm - united states COVSMtJBflf

to i Jffi. CLEGG

FROM s M. :E. GURNEA,

SUBJECT: CONFIDENTIAL IIIFOMT INDEX

DATS: Kay 6, 1948

.It is ‘the present policy to keep the Index cards on security
and general investigative informants in separate sections of the .confidential
informant -index file. I can .see that this serves no purpose. It is .suggested

that these cards he filed strictly on a geographical basis* irrespective of
the type of information the informants may -be expected to give.. The number
of confidential informants* of course* is not as great as the sources of
-information and .1 can .see no r eason -why the consolidation would cause any
confusion.

MEG:elk

AN. ';!'01'’TS?J OTAilD
huu
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.(B) INVESTIGATIONS ;AT : C0II5GES -AND uklVERSlTiES *“ Reference is rade to-SAC
Letters>No. 152 dated"November 2fc, >194t, aHA-No. 32 dated -February 2?, 19^8,
entitled ‘'Confidential infbmshn^;"^ that various situations had
developed which had' placed; the Bureau in embarrassing positions by reasonof
contacts, made on college -campuses.

Effective immediately before any internal’ security, type of investiga-
tions are conducted' of students

,
faculty members or organizations on campuses of

colleges- or universities prior Bureau • authority

;

:must he obtained. Bureau
authority shall also -be.obtained prior to conducting any interview with a student
or faculty, member concerning th^ subject of any. type of internal 1 security or
security,'matter investigation, whether that. subject be an individual or an
.organization.

Such authority shall be requested' of the Bureau, by letter sotting forth
In detail the- reasons why you believe the investigation Is necessary, so that your
request to conduct the Investigation is fully 1 substantiated. If time is of the^i
essence, you should, of course, utilize the- teletype or telephone whichever Is
most appropriate to convey your request for the necessary authority. *V

Bureau authority to conduct interviews at colleges and universities in

applicant matters is no.t required. Applicant matters shall Include such investl
gations .as the Atomic .Energy Act-, , applicant and employee > Loyalty of Government

"

Employees; and similar types of Investigations.
,

milef(L
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(D) LOYALTY [PROGRAM - CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS —
I. [LOYALTY PROGRAM — Reports reaching the Bureau indicate that the Bureau's

insistence that deadlines be met in loyalty cases has had a most salutary effect.
It has been observed .that ‘the meeting of these deadlines has resulted in increased
efficiency on the part of the Agents in handling iheir assignments, in that it ;

requires a constant drive on the part of the Agents in planning their work in
advance and in executing iheij* plans.

As you know, the Bureau .has a tremendous responsibility under ‘the Loyalty
Program and it is absolutely imperative that we carry out this responsibility With
dispatch and thoroughness.

In connection with the handling of loyalty cases, consideration should
be given to frequent conferences in order to permit a discussion of problems
arising, .the answering of questions, and generally enlarging the knowledge of the
Agents by a sharing of the experience of each other. Consideration should be
given to holding brief conferences each morning with the Agents handling this
type of case. In one divisional office where this practice has been instituted,
it has been found beneficial not only to the Agents working on the cases but also
has simplified tta supervision on the part of those charged with this responsi-
bility, It is realized, of course, that it is not possible -to Initiate daily
.conferences -in some field offices where there are a -large number ;of resident
Agents and Agents on the road. Howover, it is suggested that where feasible,
serious consideration should be given to this means of possible .assistance in
the handling of these cases. „ i ^ v

^ v
; i ^ » I

i iJ. I f<M r, -t e
^

31. DEVELOPMENT OF -INFORMANTS — In handling loyalty cases, we must be
alert to the possibility of devoidping confidential informants in Communist art

goneral security matter. In those instances where an individual interviewed I

appears to be in possession of information concerning Communism or other genel
security matters, appropriate steps should be taken to arrange for subsequentT
contact with that person for the purpose of possible development of him as a|

informant. One office has adopted the procedure of preparing a brief memory
reflecting sufficient identifying data on a potential informant to permit t|
writing -to the Bureau requesting necessary authority for the purpose of con*
him and proceeding with .attempts to develop him.

Dare should be exercised in any endeavor along this line, since the
Bureau does not desire that any criticism result from the handling of a loyalty
case because of questions propounded of the witness during the time he is in-
terviewed in the loyalty investigation*

SAC LETTER
Saries 1948
5-8-48

au ^iiAW"
ruly irours *

John Edgar Hoove;

niTr n.| „ « rflireotoj SHCOROEO
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Office Memorandum • united states government

,//;

Director, FBI DATE: 6-10-48

**# :

SUBJECT:

SAC, Boston

B-C BRANCH, AASCW
INTERNAL SECURITY^- C

C^fHe-xtmL Z-»frr'nsV*.±S-?W & ZMe'-Lti.e,l/ceJ

Wo-r AT
1

Reference is made to Bureau SAC Letter #77, ,
dated 5-15-48, and

particularly to Section B thereof.

Bureau authority is requested to go upon the canpi of Harvard
College and Massachusetts Institute of Technology in order to
conduct investigation in these cases. It is noted that currently
the Boston Division has informants in both organizations and that
the greater bulk of the work will be done by these informants.
However, it is occasionally necessary to visit record offices
at these school? in; order to, obtain additional identifying data
concerning “the members. Moreover, it ;i3 occasionally necessary
to havo an Agent ’Attend a public, meeting sponsored by these or-
ganizations at , institution halls ..

'% *'> ‘

,

It is not an£icipated ‘that any action will be taken which will
in any way embarrass the Bureau.

f

“KWcre

RECORDED - 39
I

1 Attiw
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SAG, Boston

Director, FBI

July 8, 1948

B03T0N-CAMBRID0B BRANCH
;

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCIENTIFIC WORKERS I

INTERNAL SECUHITX - C
lour file #100-2031

/ ) /r7
bureau file #66-2^-3 ^ 7 /

RECORDED * 1^4 dated Jane 10, 1948, captioned aa above requesting .

Bureau authority to conduct investigations at Harvard College and the

CY Massachusetts Institute of Technology in connection with the above case*
tJ\-40 jour letter indicated that Investigations in these schools would be limited to

.

visits to record offices and attendances at public gatherings*

In accordance with your request. Bureau authority is hereby
given to you to visit the record offices at Harvard College and the
Massachusetts institute of Technology and to attend public gatherings
at these twg schools when necessary to properly investigate the aljpve_

case. However, ‘investigation of these schools must be handled wit?; ^
the utmost care i and - discretion -in order that no embanrassaent^to t££
Bureau vd.ll-result.

'

^3 -q 5

, gJ,«WMUNIGATIONS SECTION
Ij,

It l *
'

JUL 9 1948 *»iku,x,h wJsriil

ftoaxi *u«au or imvistisatk

A^U. t. OtrAMHtlO of justice

Slfet
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Me»fM

E. A. T

UNITED SliPVERNMENT

DATE: June 2, 1948

D. H. LADD

O
CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL DEFENSE
INFORMANTS’

Under date of October 21, 1947, SAC letter number 139 was
issued directing all Special Agents in Charge to furnish an individual
letter on each national defense informant setting out the informants
background and history, particularly of an organizational character. (The

reason for this SAC letter was that complete information concerning the
activities of our informants, particularly on Communist matters, had not been
transmitted to the Bureau in the past and in the preparation of the brief it

was essential that we have at least as much information on our informants as
was required by the Communist Party.

The letters which have been received in the Bureau have all beenxhandled
and new confidential informant cards made for the informant indices. Howevex^,

a check has revealed that a considerable number of letters have not, been fur-X
nished to the Bureau by the field.

RECOMMENDATION :

There is attached for approval a proposed letter to all Special Agents
in Charge referenced to the previous SAC letter number 139 and directing that
an individual communication be sent to the Bureau on each and every national
defense informant setting forth background, organizational information ahf
general historical data.

All

r£B0®S>s38
|

Ten -

ZL

JB* B x~
31 JUN 23 1348
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fjjt, ,m
iffttfcit §f^fca Department of 2/it3tre

2£ct>rral bureau of Inueattgafton

JHasIjutgfmt 25, D. (£.

Juno 12, l$hQ

PERSONAL ATTENTION

SAC LETTER NO.. 90
Series 19^8

ALBANY DENVER MILWAUKEE RICHMOND

ANCHORAGE DETROIT MOBILE ST. LOUIS

ATLANTA EL PASO NEWARK ST. PAUL

BALTIMORE HONOLULU NEW HAVEN SALT LAKE CITY

BIRMINGHAM HOUSTON NEW ORLEANS SAN ANTONIO

BOSTON INDIANAPOLIS NEW YORK SAN DIEGO

BUFFALO KANSAS CITY NORFOLK SAN FRANCISCO

BUTTE KNOXVILLE OKLAHOMA CITY SAN JUAN

CHARLOTTE LITTLE ROCK OMAHA SAVANNAH

CHICAGO LOS. ANGELES PHILADELPHIA SEATTLE

CINCINNATI LOUISVILLE PHOENIX SPRINGFIELD

CLEVELAND MEMPHIS PITTSBURGH WASHINGTON, D.

DALLAS MIAMI' PORTLAND QUANTICO

^ 3 RE: CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL DEFENSE INFORMANTS

^ 'jjxh Reference Is made to SAC 'Letter No. 139, dated October 21, 19^7, entitled.
^^'’Cojxaunlst Confidential Informants, -Communist party History"

>
directing that each

Communist Informant be; interviewed and his complete background and history in.

P
7 Party activities be obtained and submitted to the Bureau.;

) It was also, stated that the interviews were not. to be confined solely
to Communist informants but the same type of interrogation should, be had. of each

. and. every national defense, informant who was furnishing information, of a Subversive
i) nature;. 1

^ The letters, submitted, in. response; to SAC. Letter No. 139 have, now been.

3 processed and. it has been noted, that, a considerable, number have not been trans-
J mitted. to the Bureau. You are requested, to check immediately and determine wheths

X ah' individual communication has. been, furnished, to the Bureau regarding each and /v

V every national defense informant, furnishing information, of a subversive nature. (J

j If an. appropriate letter has not been submitted you should, conduct any
_ necessary interviews and furnish the information outlined, in SAC letter No. 139 ai

soon as possible.;

1 ,* f
}

• '
'^1,7,') John Edgar Hoover not REOOiiOM>
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Office Mernorandurn^mm STATES GOV
Mr HS8EI8 IS UNCLASSIFIED

TO D. M. Ladd f^^EXCS?! WHERE SHOfi^ * DAT

ra0M
•- H. B. n. I^IsoeWI^

SUBJECT: .tad tit TTAriT^1 HLASO ft



#

Present Possibilities as Informants

At the present time I 1i. who has held a position of
' prominence

In the Party and coneernlngwhcm-a^conslderable review of the BQreatt..flJ.fl.s_iras

and all indlcatl oni^potni^to^hls being replaced «zT_a lea ler in the Hestern
Pennsylvania area , then the review of the references to |was made
some time ago, it was believed at that time that he may have been an informant
for some other interest but it was not deemed desirable, after our review was
made, that he be approached by us. His present status in the Party may cause
him to become dissatisfied with his lot and his situation is being carefully
followed to determine whether he may not be approached by

j |
in the near

future. Of the other Individuala on a high plane or close to the national
headquarters | U [ the Party,
appears to be tneoeat possibility fori an approachln the near future, ft was
not recommended in a memorandumof,Marcb31._19liB..-that~be~d>a..api>roachedat
that tame as he had "Just been transferred from Ohio to his present position in
New York City and all indications pointed to his. being wrapped up in his new
Job. It was also -pointed-nut. in that memorandum that ] |

had been approached
in 19lt3 by a subagent oil |at which timeJ | indicated unequivocally that
he was a Communist and could not be bought.

|

Hof all the Party leaders does not appear to be the militant
revolutionist type of Communist but is more concerned with ihe leisurely, calm
exploitation of Communist doctrines. He does not have the Moscow training and
some of the additional revolutionary attributes of the other high Party leaden

An approach tc| Carefully prepared to prevent any suspicion

IJs a provocateur may produce good results. Aon his part that the indlx
physical surveillance of |_
of approach and , therefore, .the

made that
| [

make any contact
>sslpjjULty but no effort will be._made,at-tha-present_tlgood posi

previously conducted did not reveal any avenue
' ition, as previously stated, was not

still beingjtept^ji.mlnd^s a
to develop

hiBLdue to the coming yatlonalXonvimtlw-crf^the^Partyjrhich.jrlll be : held on ^
AugustT. iyiiO/ ^9 passi^xle^mrxeat-of^igh~Par4y-laaderaJLm^the
near future.

Future Possibilities #
1. The special Federal Grand Jury at_New:_York_ City is expected to return

indictments shortly concerning the 12 members of the National Board of the Com-
munist Parly«, Undoubtedly, none of these individuals will be approachableaaT
informants or otherwise when that action is taken . Whether the arrest is made
by Bureau Agents or United States Marshals , the members of the National Board
will undoubtedly refuse to talk to anyone but their attorneys. Some confusion,
howevefT"will result within the Party as replacements will have to be made in
certain positions in order that the Party can adequately function if the leaders
are under indictment. Dissatisfaction may result in these appointments and by
carefully' watching the situation, an informant possibility may present itself.
There will also be some reshuffling of Communists on lower levels which may give
some of our present informants or informant possibilities promotions^rMch will
enable them to work for us on a much higher level within the Party.^ ± (j)



4

2* The National Convention of the Communist Party will be held in New
York City August. 2 to 5»^3kftl. anrt wi ll pr^h.abJiy_i^£ui,t^K3h^PP.PAnte
new members to the National Committee * When these appointments are made, the
members of the new National Committee may be reviewed as was done by the New
York Office last year to determine whether any of them are approachable as
possible informants. Qt>S \£)

No approach has been made by
|

I to a high ranking C onrami-gt :Party
member or an Individual working lnJ^ommSiax-Earty headquarters in Mew Vnrk-City
as a possible informantl Many Individuals have been considered and the project
has been brought to the attention of all In-Service classes as of paramount
importance and has not V- any ti me been allowed tcuceage*

'

-At thepresent time

f w»t,ej)6d,aaL-a possIMlItv-and l lhas
hotJbMrygo^de^oniplately-ayan^ougtehe^waainQtDaM&PB^^

Two events about to transpire affect this project and after they have
occurred, may be the means whereby added impetus should be given to the project
to determine whether an informant maybe obtained as a result* These events are
the coming National Convention of the Conaminist Party and the possible arrest
of the members of the National Board. Close attention will be given to the
high ranking mentoers of the Parly_and_other individuals close to^rty_head-
quarters after these events transpire to ascertainjyheihexu^aa^aucfiBult thereof
an informant w»y ha Tf- a'poaaiMTl ty presents itself , a separate
memorandum will be prepared suggesting appropriate action*

**Jlycr*

<$

- 3 -
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Office Iftemoiwndum • united states government

4
TO, :

FROM. :

SUBJECT:

TOE DIRECTOR

Iff*. D. M. LADD

< SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT OF CONFIDENTIAL- NATIONAL DEFENSE INFOI
"— "

‘ FOR JUNB^I^g*”
"

The reports submitted by the field for June, 1948 relati'
'National Defense Informants reflects the Bureau has 1.591 National Defense

1 Informants . The distribution of this Ji
/ nationalistic groups is. as follows:

Informants concerning German activities
Informants concerning Italian activities
Informants concerning Communist activities
Informants concerning Japanese activities
Informants concerning other nationalities
Informants concerning general un-American

activities

coverage according to

29
9 *.*£$*’

—
Total *1,591

|*Included in the total are 242 informants of the colored race.

To give you a more complete picture regarding the distribution of

\?r&

'V this informant coverage according to nationalistic groups throughout^ field offices, I am attaching a compilation setting forth the number
the
of

jConfidential National Defense Informants developed and utilized by each
^field division according to the nationalistic tendency.

DECLASSIFIED BYr
on

is
8

^ttachr^i^.

MntFimip

i . .*?.?. r,z ]/ i A

0;

COPIES DESTROYED
K582JUH9IQSI

Ajff

1

^ qJiSSI
ALL INFORMATION

CONIATOE^ ^CUSS\FiC-

HEREIN is UNCLASSIFIED, ,
;

.

EXCEPT WIERE SHOWN
1

i ' L

OTHERWISE

ft
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standard form no. M

Office Memorandum • united states government

y
SAC Bost

' SUBJECT:
i^
ACOHTACTS AT COL1

DATE: 8/24/48

S3 AND UNIVERSITIES

Series 1948, dated 5/15/48, Itea B.

r:~*

cp r/j

^ Re SAC letter No A 77

Numerous requests have been submitted by this office, in accordance
*
0* with instructions contained in the above SAC letter, relating to t

the obtaining of Bureau authority prior to making any contact or *

interview at any school or university, pertaining to an Internal
<ol Security investigation.

In this connection the following observation is being called to

^ the attention of the Bureau, in the belief that it would facilitate

j

and expedite Security inquiries considerably, if blanket Bureau
I authority was obtained to examine the records maintained by the

office Nof the Registrar of the various universities within this
Oj Field Division, and perhaps other Divisions, from which records
vf pertinent background data is available for identification purposes

in investigative reports, and for possible future investigative
ul leads

.

f It appears that no serious consequence should arise from such
blanket authority inasmuch as Agents of this office are constantly
interviewing college Registrars and examining college records, for
example, at Harvard University, Boston University, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and other schools and colleges within
this Field Division, in connection with various applicant in-
vestigations. In addition, inquiries are generally made of various
alumni offices maintained by the colleges, in connection with
these same inquiries, in order to obtain -residence addresses and

' forwarding addresses for investigative purposes.

Accordingly I desire to recommend that the Bureau consider the ’

granting of
^
PTSIUcei. Authority to examine the records of th^

Registrar's oli'icg at schools or colleges in connection with Internal
Security inquiries, in the same ‘manner that such records are
presently being examined in connection with the volume of Applicant
Inquiries being conducted in various Field Divisions or the Bureau.
The -Registrar's office of .Harvard University is being contacted
daily by Agents of this office in connection with such inquiries

-

and it would appear that no embarrassment could come to the Bureau
by extension of such authority in connection with Internal Security
matters, and would preclude the necessity of correspondence with the
Bureau in each instance, under ;the present Bureau regulations. In

addition, in many instances the Inquiry at -the Registrar's office
will be the only inquiry necessary. '

)(

In the event any additional contact is desired of college officials,
iteachers or employees, specific’ authority could be requested in

__

accordance with Bureau instructions. '
i,

j

J *“]

TiMcL LKM ^ IX AUG 271948

610CT11194S,
.
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‘Office Memorandum
The Director

UNITED 'STATES GOVERNMENT

date: September 28, 1948

ALL INFGRfWON C9NTAINE!

?Jp|Cj

DATEs^&l-BYzmZkhQ,
You will recall that by SAC Letter No. 77, Series 1948, dated VhQygi

Nay 15, 1948 (B), the Field was advised that hereafter they should con-J£/
duct no investigations of individuals connected in any way with a campus, «»»

with certain exceptions, without prior Bureau authority. In addition, they
were advised they were not to contact any individual connected with a campus
in any capacity in connection with any security type investigation, with
certain exceptions, without first securing Bureau authority.

The Boston Office has addressed a letter to the Bureau under date
of August 24, 1948, wherein it is pointed out that>it would facilitate and
expedite such investigations considerably if blankefrvByreau authority was issued
to. examjne_ths_rflcord3.jaaintalned.jby_ the Office of the’ Registrar of_the-m±ous
universities within that Division,^, from which records pertinent background data
could'be obtained for identification purposes in investigative reports and for
possible future investigative leads.

The Boston Office pointed out that in their opinion no serious con-
sequence should arise from such blanket authority inasmuch as Agents of that
Office are constantly interviewing college Registrars and examining college
records, for example, at Harvard, University, Boston University, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and other schools and colleges within that Field
Division in connection with various applicant investigations; In addition,
inquiries are generally made of various alumni offices maintained by the colleges
in connection with these same inquiries in order to obtain residence addresses
and forwarding addresses for investigative purposes.

The Boston Office recommended that the Bureau consider the advisability
of granting blanket authority to examine the records of the Registrar^ office
at schools or colleges in connection with security type inquiries in the same

i manner that such records are presently being examined in connection with the
S volume of applicant inquiries being conducted throughout the Field. The- Boston

• Office pointed out that it was not believed that any embarrassment would arise
in connection with this matter and at the same time the extension of such

|
authority would preclude the {necessity of correspondence with the Bureau in

) each instance, under the present Bureau regulations.
eau m i

I am inclined to agree with the recommendation of the -Boston Office
S since I believe that no embarrassment will arise, particularly if the Field
jis cautioned in advance that their contacts must be reliable and that- the SAC
will be held personally responsible for any derelictions. I think that by



Maaorandua to the. Director

authorizing the Division Offices to . contact, the.Registrar'.s office'of the
various colleges in connection with security type investigations, a great
deal of work will be saved in.the Division Offices and here tat .the Bureau*

as well*

In. the event you approve, there is attached; hereto .a- letter *to

all, SAC 1 s authorizing them to contact the Registrars at *colleges . and other

institutions of public learning in connection -with . security type* cases.

Attachment



states Department of 2h^j^<

Sfcfoeral bureau of InoesfiBafton

3UasIjtn0fmt 25, IL <jf.
PERSONAL ATTENTION

SAQ LETTER NO. 128
Series 19^8

October 5, 19^8
HOOVER CALLAHAN HINCE NANNA
TOLSON CALLAN JONES, M. A.. NAUGHTEN
CLEGG CARLSON KE'AY' NEASE
DONNELLEY Cartwright LAUGHLIN- PARSONS
GLAVIN CONRAD LEONARD PENNINGTON'
HARBO DOWNING LONG RENNEBERGER
LADD EDWARDS, H. L. McCABE, E. J. ROGERS
NICHOLS EGAN' McCABE, N. H. SIZOO
ROSEN' FEENEY' McGUIRE , TAMM, Q.

TRACY FLETCHER, H. B. MeINTIRE WAIKART
BAUMGARDNER. GURNEA. MOBLEY WALL
BAUGHMAN' HARGETT MOHR WHITSON

AND SUPERVISORS

RE: INVESTIGATIONS AT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES - SECURITY HATTER O'

^ - __

Reference Is wade to SAC Letter No'. 77 ,
Series 19^8',- dated May 15, 19^8,

(3),
*

Hereafter it vill be unnecessary to address a communication to the Bureau
^J[or the purpose of obtaining authority to contact the Registrars of any School,;

college or other institution of public learning in your Division for the purpose of
obtaining from the school records ’pertinent background data and information, useful
for identification purposes or for the proper development of other investigative

-leads In security type investigations.; Of course, you must be assured, that, the

Registrar is reliable and can be. depended upon not to divulge the Bureau's Interest

in any Inquiry . The Bureau will hold you personally responsible to see that, no

embarrassing situations arise; from the exercise of this authority.;

ih; any case that, there is a question as to whether a Registrar should

be. contacted, you, of course,, should address a communication to the. Bureau out-

lining the particular problem. i

BATE^mZ RWg&p&eid /



October 29, 1948SAC, Cincinnati
j

Director., FBI!
j

-^SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS OF STUDENTS,

FACULTY MEMBERS AND ORGANIZATIONS AT
COLLEGES AND (UNIVERSITIES, SAC LETTER 77
INTERNAL SECURITY,1 - C

It is noted/'thavin the recent past numerous requests have been re-
ceived froa your Office relative to conducting investigations at colleges
universities or of students and faculty members.

Your request has been predicated on SAC Letter No* 152, Series 1947#
and SAC , Letter No/ 32, Series 1948. While it is appreciated these two SAC
letters are indirectly involved, the actual need of Bureau authority to con-
duct the above type investigations is set forth in SAC Letter No. 77# Series
1948# and as amended by

;

SAC Letter No. 128# Series 1948. It is suggested that
these two latter SAC Letters be borne in mind when requesting the Bureau's auth-
ority to conduct the above .'type of investigation.

HT-.jbjedyg/

AUR'FO^FON COfMiED

,

‘1

__ ' r^0 Olkr
|

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
J..

r ^ ..j
i’

MAILED 14 ^ V

;

/

!* OCT 23 1943 P.M.
1
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

X 1

£

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
/it

date: September 8^1

AlUHF0Er
T'0*3 COMiUlfe

11“^DAIE^aU
SUBJECT: SUGGESTED CHANGE IN SECTION 9A, SUB-

PARAGRAPH »c," MANUAL OF RULES AND I

|

(CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS) __

'/ It was suggested by Special Agent Joseph J* Palguta, 5P
Class No. 10, that Paragraph “c" of Sub-Section (3) of Section 9A in the —
Manual of Rul^s and Regulations pertaining to ’’Confidential Informants"
night be amended to include additional information furnished as ’’complete
physical description and photograph where possible,” so that the informant
could be more easily identified.

•r, Paragraph ”c” of Sub-Section (3) as set forth in the Manual at the
1

present tine reads as follows: ’’Information should be obtained concerning his
personal history including his first name, middle name and surname; date and
•place of birth; past and present business connections; trustworthiness and
loyalty; credit and identification record."

It was suggested that this paragraph be changed to read as follows:

\ "Information should be obtained concerning his personal history Including his
-—A-* first name, middle name and surname; date and place of birth; past and present

business connections; trustworthiness and loyalty; credit and identification

i

record; complete physical description and photograph wore possible."

It is felt that this change would be particularly helpful to the
k

supervisors at the Bureau who handle National Defense Communist Informants in
the event the following situation arises: A Communist Informant for one office

* could turn "sour" and be discharged. He could later go to another office and
f

r make efforts to sell hi3 services to the Bureau.

Paragraph "d" of Sub-Section (3) of Section 9A states that no contact
‘ should be made with a prospective confidential informant concerning the investi-

gation of Communist matters without prior approval of the Bureau and that thi£
approval should be requested in a letter furnishing the background data whicK is

X ^required by Paragraph "c" of Sub-Section (3) of Section 9A.

'
-J , In the event the above mentioned situation did exist, .the supervisors

v in Washington Could more easily detect if a "sour" informant, who would' undoubtedly^ 'change his name and date of birth and give fictitious places of residence /and

sjj employment,
.
was trying to dupe the Bureau.

j
It is also felt that a detailedTjphysical description^ and^fohotograph

J^e-o£._,jConfi&ential National Defense Communist" Inforia^ST^Hould fee maintained
jat the Seat of Government.

* ~ " ’ ' . *

Recommendation:
^change be made.

It is recommended that the above mentioned mahi

Bi,4c (u (t >n
.-uKua'iM



Jleparfment nf IfuatuT^.'^J.IAL ATTENTION
P^QgttSa&eV* ifcMSk&£^‘— •

t&tzqjmrtal bureau of imiesttgattoh
- 1

- j-. ~ ~ SAC LETTER NO., ihk
iITaaI;mgtoti 2a, 5). <£* Series 19^8

November l6> M9U8

)
SAC ALBANY DENVER MILWAUKEE RICHMOND £&* *0 I

V *Q, ANCHORAGE DETROIT MOBILE ST. LOUIS IjJ

^ 'ir ATLANTA EL PASO NEWARK ST. PAUL

3 1 BALTIMORE HONOLULU NEW HAVEN SALT LAKE CITY c~5 £7* >fi-

W I BIRMINGHAM HOUSTON NEW ORLEANS SAN ANTONIO CO £r
j
CQ

BOSTON INDIANAPOLIS NEW YORK SAN DIEGO S3? <*&
,
J

I BUFFALO KANSAS CITY NORFOLK
,

SAN FRANCISCO df
-1

BUTTE ‘ KNOXVILLE OKLAHOMA CITY SAN JUAN 1
CHARLOTTE LITTLE ROCK OMAHA SAVANNAH ,

CHICAGO LOS ANGELES PHILADELPHIA SEATTLE gg M t>

CINCINNATI LOUISVILLE PHOENIX SPRINGFIELD lTZ^ K*
CLEVELAND MEMPHIS PITTSBURGH WASHINGTON, 9.537 S&3

"
DALLAS MIAMI PORTLAND QUANTICO

' saS r
t
r3~j ««c

\ (A) COMMUNIST CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS -- In. connection with, the trial.-of' the
J

[
members of the National Board of the Communist Party, It will be necessary to *

* disclose; many of our past Communist informants. The Party,, to a great extent, i3 «

r will
(
undoubtcdly cover, its activities , and; go deeper underground in certain g >

?<1 localities,. A groat effort, is. now .being mode In many communities to ascertain 2 ,

| j

our informants,and, no doubt, a greater effort will.be expended as soon as the E'ij
! trial begins. '

*4 C
.

j

S§
|

(

1

All present informants who wili. not bo disclosed during the trial
1 should have their activities carefully supervised in order to prevent, if possible,

g

J any loss to our coverage which, can.be prevented. „

... v

u A special effort should bo made to obtain more informants to compensate
*1 for the Moss to which we.must become reconciled. Not only must considerable stress

|
be placed on'therobtaining of new informants to 'replace those which will be lost

1

to. us but a' caroful analysis should be made, of all local officials, functionaries,
! organizers, ot cotcra, for any- signs of disaffection or dissatisfaction which. I

|
could be used to turn. the. Individual into an informant. The object, of course, 1/
Is to obtain an. informant on as high a level as possible.;

I

I again wish to emphasize the necessity of .compensating for the loss, of
informants duo to the /trial of the Party leaders in. order that we .may discharge

our duties with reference to the investigation .of subversive ’activities generally
and ..in particular Communism.

i:^a
MINED

5 §DEC I*'l9fl0

'not recorded

43NOV 22 1948
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Office Memorandum • united states govern!!!^
- JJ mssifiED »4o '

date: November 3y 19^8
. ... Hr. Tol»on_

H. B. Fletch^rmfif V^/^i/^iEVV^OR

y

(DBVELOPMEOT OF1&JOK7&TIONAL COW
I FIGURES Ag^NFIBENTIAL INFORMANTS

Reference Is made to ay memorandum of July 16, 19^8, con- :
-

cerning the status of this project in vhich it was pointed out tNEORJU!?! *

of the various possibilities suggested^s informants on a high EJo&iys UNCLASSIFIED
none had, as yet, been approached/^/£/6) EXCEPT iVHKSS SHOWN

OTHERWISE

In referenced memorandum, it was pointed out that the Federal
Grand Jury was expected to return indictments against the twelve members
of the National Board of the Communist Party and after this action had been

} taken, some possibilities may present themselves as informants. The
\ position of the Communist Party as a whole was also to be carefully watched
!• » to, ascertain whether any other prominent characters in the Communist move-

Kf ment would lend themselves as informant material. Another point which was
;

s
|

mentioned was the national convention of the Communist Party which results.
Jil from time to time, in changes being made on the National Committee and the

w informant possibilities in regard to these changes was to be kept in mind.
Pov.4-lr > arra Vtaon -5 r, /»+ a,* on* v al 4ajy\lhe Communist Party le.M for November l£, l?h8.

e been indicted and their trial is scheduled

I

The Supervisors on the Communist Party organization and individual

,

desks have been watching for any informant possibilities since the indictment
of the leaders and up to this time, no good prospects have presented them-
selves. The indictment and resulting publicity has not caused any leader to
"see the light" and if this trial does not scare any of the leading functionaries,
nothing probably will. Our chances of getting an informant on a high level
as a ^result of this trial appear nil. Signs of disaffection or dissatisfaction
or just, plain shakiness have not been observed on other leaders throughout
the movement, but all Supervisors* are* on ,lthe alert for any surf) signs which
could be used to advantage to turn anyone into an informant.J2L(UJ

fc.i Each In Service lecture on confidential informants stresses the
jhecessity', to watch the daily flow of information on the Communist Party and
•its members to spot any indications that a leader is weakening and may be
'approached;as an informant.$NJ (j)

At the present time, an approach is pending 'to an Organizer in
;New York State, namely, Robert Clark%ohnston, and if this is successful,
we may. have an informant in a good position to get on the National Committee.
Considerable time and e^fopt^have been expended in trying

:
to -jCincT a high

level Communist as 4 possible* ^informant and it is believed that our efforts
should not be diminished but rather channelel in another .directions (The < • ,

leaders and highest ‘functionaries are dled-in-the -wool Communists and 1

JED:=ap
dIDFn9 m

recorded - 55

WDEXED ss

ex-117

\U-
F B '
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shorn by this. project, are so imbued with the Communist philosophy that
approach to then

,
as informants would have doubtful .productivity. The

solution seens to be to work our present informants or obtain new informants
on. a slightly lower level, watching for the. opportunity for then to push
themselves ontothe National Committee or into 'headquarters in New York City
This :may be possible if an approach to the organizer in . New York State, is
successful . rLA

CONCLUSION ;

;It is suggested that no great concentration's a project be
made tot obtain an informant on .the highest level in the Communist Party
but that. our efforts be directed toward the .Organizers and local
functionaries who tare ^promoted' many -times to a position high in the. Party
and ' could.be used* to ^ our advantage rif ; so promoted. Of course. Supervisors
and FieldtAgents. will tstill be advised to remain alert at all times for
:signs of‘ weakness or dissatisfaction on the part of many .Commonist Party
officials ^or members ,high or dqw, which could be Used to make an approach.
Our greatest . effort should, !hewever, be spent on

•
present informants and

•new informants*who can .work ‘themselves into a position of trust and
eventually a high level in, the Party. This will be impressed upon each
In Service class and the Supervisors at, tile Seat of Government will remain
watchful ifor any possible informant

It is also believed desirable that some notice be given to the
Field of the Bureau'.s? extreme interest in Communist iijfpr^pnts- and for
approval, there is attached a proposed.SAC Letter.

- 2 -



rrANOAJW r©*H NO. 64
'

Office MemfW:r±um •

TO

UNITED

CLASSIFIED AJiO

: EXTEKOE^^iHS\OH,
FROM ^ THE EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE yS^k-^x J ,

%\T
F
r% fe

1SviSjfe)
sus

;f
CTi s&*W*wJ-"?;‘;

7- &i

7 CONFip

.iOVERNiH

: THE DIRECTOR

\‘A

At the Executive Conference on December 3, 1948, attended wJ*.
r Messrs. Ladd, Carlson, Rosen, Harbo, Tracy, Mohr, McGuire, McCabe -

. and FI etcher—the members of the Conference were informed that
“

I
|

former active Bureau informantwho has testified
during 'the past year on several Immigration deportation cases involving
Communists and who in April, 1948, testified before the Washington State

,
TTn«amftH^->n/i^f,<»itie3 Committee, has confidentially advised that|

I are two individuals whom he recruited into the C<

‘tv« H^escribes them as good friends.
|
resided at Buffi

and
|

|had heard ih^t they were close to disaffection with the
Communist rarty. (JLj

1
describes

| j
as a very able Negro, highly

,ed by leaders of the Communist Party^jnc^iq believes he - can convert
‘.nto working as a Bureau informant,tJpp.) '

desired to be paid at the rate of| |a day plus,
inses to go to Buffalo. /He indicated he planned Jto reside with the
while at that point.

This matter has been held in abeyance since
fras required to go to San Francisco

to Florida about that time. The Buffalo Office now adi
pas not returned and* apparently is separated froJ

|

The Buffalo Office further advises that |ls considered
uo oe one of the leading Communist Party members of the Buffalo area and

ike valuable informant.- It was proposed that an effort b|

I

through Urvi that |be paidl
a day plus expenses, estimated total cos

t|
I It was believed they r

,expense involved was small' considering the possible favorable results^j^^J

i

twTirrr

The Conference was • of "the uhan^ amis * opinion * tl
should be paid at the rate of| k day .plus ,1

mind ^estimated total' cost ,brf ,
l and thaj

structedr to fattempt the .development"
as an informant.y^(U-)

•ng in
Ibe >in- „

in,' behalf of ihe Bureau

For your approval,, there is attached 'an appropriate letter
/)

a >

addressed to the NesrTork and Buffalo- Offices in accord with the opinion
of the Conference. 1

J’, ,

< ALL INFOK-O'.TlOMCONTWNEa
V Attachment HEREIN IS UNCLASSIF-*^

"Respectfully,,
.For the Conference

/*

5 00ci^.m&

MEM V.HM2SHO«TO0RDED - 119
OTHERWISE iW,

T?** ' r>mnc. ll§
c'Lyde Tolson

Mr. Mohr &



^ Memorandum • united states government

date,- December 14, 1948

SAVINGS: NONE
AHARD: NONE

TO : THE DIRECTOR

from; : JOINT COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION NO. 89
EMFLOYEE: INSPECTOR T. E. NAUGHTEN

MEMBERS PRESENT: H./Hi Clegg
R. T. Harbo
S. K. McKee
M. W. McFarlin

SUGGESTION : The existing Bureau instructions require that Bureau approval be made

^ prior t

c

ontacting college.? or university officials in connection with’Security investigation inquiries.

' It is suggested that this rule be changed to authorize the Special

^ Agent in Charge of each office to give such clearance to agents assigne
l to their offices, with the SAC’s to be held strictly accountable

J) and that the contacts should be nade only by, experienced Special Agents

I

It Is noted that the restriction presently imposed upon the Field does
J. not apply to Loyalty cases. Atonic Energy cases or other applicant-
\ type investigations. Inquiries of the registrars at the schools
® N

concerning records can, of course, be made without Bureau authorization

The recent Inspectors’ Conference was not in favor of the recocmendatic

j

JOINT COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION :

The Joint Committee was unanimously unfavorable on the ground that

y prior experience has Indicated the desirability of, maintaining a close
check over the types of f contacts in question. It is felt that the -•

I HNCL, SA° will carefully consider all phases of each individual case before^
he recommends' to the Bureau that approval be given

1

for the contacjWK

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION :

o • 1 Unanimously unfavorable, 12720/48, by Messrs. Ladd, ‘Tracy, N.H.McCabe,
' ' v - •> Rosen, Mohr, Carlson, Fletcher, Glavin, Mease, Harbo.

:• a*I ' /J

AIL INFOifAFON CONTAINED/ X*

cc: Mr. Clegg ^ 'ft ^
Mr. Mohr

RespectfjjllyjA
For tha/Co^/erencey

1 '

U2\PIC 241948
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i

CONTACTS WITH COLLEGE OFFICIALS

Present Bureau Rules

The present rule is that when a contact is to be made with a
college president or professor or similar college official, the
Bureau, must approve the particular contact. I feel this is too
restrictive and that the responsibility can actually more logically
be placed in the SAC.

Suggestions

It is suggested that the Agents of the field obtain clearance from
their SAC’s prior to contacts of any college officials, including
^presidents, professors, or the like, the SAC to be personally
•responsible for the exercise of good judgment. I specifically

,

include in this suggestion that the contacts themselves 1 be made
only, by experienced Special Agents, the.SAC !s to be held strictly
accountable for this.

T. E. NAUGHTS!
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Post Office box 812
Chicago $0, Illinois

December 10, 1948

b
Director, FBI

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES
AND HELD OFFICES
ADVISED BY ROUTING
.SLIP {
DATE,

Dear bir:

CCl'fFIDSvTlAL 1JATXQHA1
.D3FCNBJ XtWDKiRm
(Bureau File 66-25427

p?v,

;

mm
Reference is made to Chicago letter dated June 8 , 1948, requesting authorization
to pay the above Informant at the rate of

| [
per week, and Bureau letter dated

dune 17, 1948 , granting .such authority for a period of six months- effective
June 23 , 1948. The informant has been paid at the above requested .amount and
continues to be of value to -the Chicago 'Office.

thUtvthe Party was

J,
during his talk,

_J
- he accused" I

This infor.,-.ant .furnished a report of a special meeting of Communist leaders
which was held July 2, 1948, at the Ashland Auditorium in Chin ago, .he furnished
the names of the .Party leaders who were in attendance.

| I
District

j~~~ ~~
I gave the principal talk during -which he

'again lacing a crisis as it did in 1920 and 1933 .

was also very critical of the current Yugoslav Government

of putting himself above the -Party. He stated that
j |

should either be
!.laced back in line or "liquidated".

This Informant furnished a report of a special UAw section .meeting of the

Communist party which .was held at the Du Cable Center on July 27, 1948.

! |
section organizer, gave the principal report which consisted

of a rdo orb, on the state convention which had beep held previously during
the month of July.

|
|st>oke concerning the ipdictment of the twelve

Communist leaders and stated thit labor leaders and leaders of the Communist
Party .are being terrorize^,,by the constant threat of fpqme-ups .and arrests
.He urged that protests be mabeifn 1

and Congress
.

^ ,
^f'

v

Gn October 17, 1946., the informant d-ep.orteS a meetifii ;

0i
, ^ho--Cory>unl6t^Pautjfc»'dilgh was hSff :ra%. the D$3?at£ft|i

(functionary of tile
y
Par by in G$.i^

'concerning jnje, uerj,

that there
'

jnscupy wireav ou rpegae-ups .anu arresus.

ie -forMof telegrams to President TRIPAN

^y~',

S i^JAi'l y 1943’

laticn. *^igord‘inc^:t^
f

the Infqj,

of Bep^in since the wex^ern rA

j AuKp Section
t8<gin Chicago,

i J gave a talk
t|

|
stated ip*

are .still able
1
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to matte 'contact by means of air. He .stated 'that the Soviet Union does not
permit the western powers to go through the Soviet zone to get to Berlin
for the reason that they would not observe the traffic regulations of the
zone.

Informant furnished a report of the Executive Board meeting of the Auto jfl

Club of the Auto Section of the OoairamAat Party which was held on August 22
•at 4400 'Lawndale Avenue In Chicago. | Jwas the principal speaker
and stated that the .State Committee of the Communist Party had decided to

concentrate In key Industries, n© stated that the electromotive Division of
General rotors located in la Grange, -Illinois, had been decided as a key
point -for concentration.

Informant attended a meeting of the '.Southwest .SectInn nf the Communist Party
which was .held at] [ the home of

| |
.a district

functionary of the Communist Party in Chicago, :on August 18, 1948. Phis
meeting was concerned with the organizing of concentration points in basic
industries. It was announced that the Southwest Section was to concentrate
on the following divisions j (!) Crane Company, (2) Steel, (3) Continental
Can Company, (4) American Can Company, (5) .Campbell -Soup Company rand {6) Corn
Products Refining Company.

The Auto Section of the Communist Party held a meeting at the Du Sable,Center
in Chicago on September 8, 1948» The informant .reported that

| j

a Communist leader in JJAV/-CIO, was the principal .speaker. His talk was

'

concerned principally with the Progressive Party campaign.

The -informant furnished a report of a .mass meeting of the Communist Party
which was held at the Ashland Auditorium on October 10, 1948. Informant
reported that -there were several national leaders and most of the district
leaders of the Communist Party present at tMs -meeting. The national leaders

known to the informant were BL14ABGTH CURlkTWNH and B^JAJIjKQAVJS, JR,

There were approximately -2500 persons in attendance at the meetih^v. LLI2A3BTH

GURL.SY PJuflGI gave a talk entitled "The Twelve And You",. GIL -GRSTN also spoke

as one of the twelve referred to by 'FLYIill ‘in her talk. A collection of B4500
was taken up at the meeting.

Informant furnished a -report on a meeting of the Auto -Section :of the Communist

Party held at the Lu Sable Center on Hovenoer 10, 1948. This meeting was

concerned with a discussion of the .outcome of thp ostial election.

I I section organizer, explained that I kid not receive

more votes Because of the terroristic practices .against voters and polling

place watchers in the campaign Tor|
|
stated that the Communist

Party must now do everything possible to -force ^resident TRUL'AH to fulfil

all campaign promises. I fc also spoke at this meeting and .stated

that the State Committee .has sat a quota of 5,000 new members in the current

recruiting drive.

- 2 -
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The above are merely examples -ol the type of reports 'on meetings submitted by
the above informant who continues to furnish valuable information to the
Chicago Office, It is also pointed out that this informant
interviewed by .an Assistant to the Attorney General for the

determining whether or not he would be used as a witness in

twelve members of the National .Board of the Communist Party. The reports

of the informant are being furnished to the New York Office for .Study by

the Assistant to the Attorney General. As of this time it has not been

definitely determined whether or not the informant will be used in this

coming trial.

was recently
purpose of -

the cas-^di lhe

of the above, authority is requested to pay the informant at the rate

>er ’week for a period of six .months commencing December 23, 1943.

G. .H. iic Iwain
special Agent in .Charge

.HCP:M)

66-2185

-3 -
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T: COMMUNIST PABTT, 1

, INTERNAL SECURITY
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ML INTONATION COMT)

January 12, \9h9

Thejfollowifig observations are being made as a result of 3*'
>

t j

the recent experiences encountered during the interviews of informants i ""

by the United States Attorney to determine whether they would make
effective witnesses in this trial. It Is felt that the field should be
generally advised of what occurred and that specific steps be taken to
eliminate, or at least reduce, future occurrences of this character in view
of their obvious embarrassment to the Bureau*

Jou will recall ’that three Informants Wio had submitted written
reports dealing with the revolutionary aspects of the Communist Party, USA, .

NV
having actually reported statements of a revolutionary character allegedly ^
made at Communist Party meetings, upon interview by the United States Attorney

,

stated that in their opinion the Communist Party intended to bring about social^®
by peaceful means or by the ballot* They could not satisfactorily explain the
descrepancies between their previous reports and their present views, and were
very hazy about the facts as set forth in their notes. In one of these in- N ;

stances, the United States Attorney stated that the Informant was either
stupid <r was lying* '>'

in another case, an informant who had reported what appeared to be (
>

extremely significant material demonstrating the revolutionary and conspirator-
ial characteristics of the Party, admitted on interview that he had lied and

‘
’

:

that he had reported this type of information because he had a personal
grievance against the local Communist *ar.ty Chairman. Several other infer- -so-

nants were finable to substantiate the data set out in their reports, and
were very vague about the aims and objectives of "the Party, in addition to
being totally unfamiliar with basic Communist .Party Literature, in spite of
the fabt that their reports would indicate to the contrary*

Yfhile it is probably true that there is no such aplmal as a "High
caliber informant" .and while their very occupation speels duplicity, it is
felt that careful and methodical interviews with informants who have reported
significant material will at least serve two obvious purposes and will minim-
ize the possibilities of future occurrences such as Indicated hereinbefore. f

?

It will not only crystallize the information In the informant's mind, but will f

also enable the field -in some instances to determine whether the informant is ’

telling the truth and establish a basis for checking out inconsistencies' in
-the informant's report. Tn this connection, it is also suggested that every .)

effort be made By the field to corroborate pertinent data which has been re-
'

ported by informants, thereby affirmatively determining the integrity of the
information being obtained. While it maybe true that these practices are
already used in many of our field offices, it seems that reiteration at this
time in the -form of an SAC letter would have a salutary effect in light of

V3J.
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our recent experiences. The Bureau's work In the Intelligence field
Is receiving continually closer scrutiny and the ability of our informants
ib 'substantiate and confirm pertinent material reported by,' them is looked
upon as being within the Bureau's responsibilities.

It is to be observed that the foregoing comments .apply principally
to evidentiary data submitted by informants, i.e., data relating to the
basic doctrines of the Comunist Party, USA, as described in the Brief and
intended for use at judicial proceedings. However,they also apply to relevant
intelligence information being received.

BBCOMMBUDATION?

It is recommended that an SAC tetter directed to the field setting
forth the aforementioned observations be prepared. An SAC tetter in -this
regard is attached hereto for your approval.

Attachment.

1
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HOOVER CALLAHAN HINCE

TOLSON CALLAN JONES, M.

CLEGG CARLSON KEAY
CONNELLEY CARTWRIGHT LAUGHLIN
GLAVIN CONRAD LEONARD
HARBO DOWNING LONG
LADD EDWARDS, H. L. McCABE, E.

NICHOLS EGAN McCABE, n.

ROSEN FEENEY McGUIRE

TRACY FLETCHER, H. B. McINTIRE
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BAUGHMAN HARGETT MOHR

NANNA
NAUGHTEN
NEASE
PARSONS
PENNINGTON

SIZOO
TAMM, Q.

WAIKART
WALL
WHITSON
AND SUPERVISORS

INTERVIEWS WITH INFORMANTS - COMMUNIST MATTERS -- Recently several instances
./have arisen wherein informants who have been repeatedly interviewed by Bureau
/Agents have furnished to other Government Agencies and Committees information
:yhlch they have never furnished to the FBI. From these Instances, it is apparent
that all of the available information is hot being obtained from our informants'
and this situation must be immediately remedied.

'O

Hereafter, wherever Agents conduct an interview with any informant
concerning Communist matters, the interview must be most thorough and searching.
All of the informant’s past Communist activities should be carefully gone into and
the interview should be such that the informant will be taxed to recall the
•various past events which he may have temporarily forgotten. It is realized .that

in some instances where the informant has been -particularly active in the Com-
munist movement that all of the information he possesses cannot be obtained during
the initial interview and in such instances arrangements should be made for a
subsequent interview in the immediate future before the first interview is
concluded. s\ /

OS
While I desire to place particular emphasis on the interviewing of

informants in connection with Communist matters, it is elementary that whenever
, we interview any individual in connection, with an -investigation that we should
obtain all of the pertinent information concerning the investigation that the
informant possesses.

I desire that each official of the Bureau to whom this memorandum is
directed discuss the contents with his investigative and supervisory personnel so
that in the future our interviews will be conducted in a proper, vigorous, and
searching ranner._
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Office JAemomndum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : THE BISECTOR date: January ^5, JL9$

FROM , MR. D. M. LADD

iuBjECT: SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT o/cONFXEENTIAL NATIONAL IEIENSE INFORMANTS

1 FOR EBCEHffiR, 1948

J The reports submitted by the field for December, 1948 relative '

xo National Defense Informants reflects the Bureau has 1,615 National

Defense Informants* The distribution of this informant coverage according

fo nationalistic groups is as follows: TfclW
Informants concerning German activities

Informants concerning Italian activities

Informants concerning Communist activities

Informants concerning Japanese activities

Informants concerning other nationalities

Informants concerning general un-American
activities

L
|

^Included in the total are 212 informants of the colored race^Jr
To give you a more complete picture regarding the distribution of

informant coverage according to nationalistic groups throughout the

^field offices, I am attaching a compilation setting forth the number of
^Confidential National Defense Informants developed and utilized by each
Afield division according to the nationalistic tendency* * /v

? Ail COXTMiltO oecuss/iepby^esrpgF

[ nfe>c* 1

DtCUSSj^
3E" B

3JM811949

COPIES DESTROYED^

R 582 JUL 20 1961
,



OONFTtENTIAL NATIONAL BBFENSE INFORMANTS

i GERMAN : ITALIAN : COMMUNIST _ : JAPANESE t OTHER* : UN-AMERICAN** t TOTAL

* Includes Rumanian, Bulgarian, Jugoslavian, etc.

\

** Includes KU Klux KLan, People »s Institute of Applied Religion, American Bureau of Biro Bidjan,
» Atomic Energy Matters, etc.

'O Figures irithin this mark represent the number of informants that are negroes.
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•Federal bureau of inv^hgation

i 5744 I' ±

1-Director Mr- 1*1***-

Mr. Clegg M, ci««• -

Mr . Glavin GUvto “

Mr. Harbo £**"

Mr. Ladd
Mr. Nichols

____Mr. Rosen
Mr. Erra —

Mr. Tracy Mr. Ccrrrs ~...

Mr. Fletcher Mr. E*rbo .......

—... Mr .
, Mohr Mr. Mos*

_Mr. Carlson Mr.p«a»iB<ton«...w

Mr . NeaSe Mr. Q’iIanT»2xai.„.

i_Miss Gandy sat,»».«.«.
Personnel Fil i¥*SSb£lorr”~

Records Secti m
Mrs. Skiliman

I

Mr. Rotra ...........

Mr. Tr»cy. ....

For Appropriate Action

Note and Return

J2>

Clyde Tolson
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government

THE DIRECTOR date: November

THE EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

The Executives Conference of November 23, l^hS, con

-

sisting of Messrs, Tolson, Mohr, Carlson, Clegg, Fletchfr,

j
Harbo, Q. Tamm, Nease and Glavtn, considered tfceA

It was pointed out to the Conference that at the presenjfiQXi$J.£.
\ \time, those i nformants who are hired on a continuous basf s ouer l̂kSngJ^
• \peri_od__Qf ti me are listed in the Confidential informants * index main*-*
)tained in the Security Division ana are inci uae’d~in~thre~'tabuldi{on

^
y jprepared monthly reflecting payments made to regular confidential 1

i-31 # informants each month. There are i nstances where informants are hi red \

J for one, two or three months and are not reflected on this l ist be - ^ v
V cause they ' are' not considered as continuing informants , iKere are jy.
r also informants who are paid on a V,oi'dJ" basi s who are not included

i h the 11Pai d Confi denti al Info rmant List. " This latter type of'Th- ^
-i formant ,is one who is paid for a bit of spot information he may fury fx
3 nish us at any time and is not regularly considered,a« a continuing ( j^ informant. For instance, a member of the underworld' may furnish usg \t

information concerning the location of a wanted fugitive, is' paid
i on a c.o.d. basis, and his services would not be utilized again uhtnL

(

he could furnish further information which the Bureau is particular's^

y

desirous of securing. . yO
^ gW 1

fj The Conference, in considering who should and who should^pot^ .

te^cj)nsi.dejLe.d^a$~<i—Oontiji_uing_jcjwfiJieii±lAl^jtfj)jmani,^unanimously g \V
]

recommends that in.js.vexiuSnstance^3whex&^an^ijifojcman±^.i^vai^_.on a g J
$ predetermi

n

ed-zaijs.._jg]i.e±hjex-iJ;—b£-jneekly .^jssmUrmonthly^or^jiiontJil v

,

g >) fl

I regardiess^pfjthe_length~of—time^he^iJS^£^.e-jcj>n±fnuejiuis^anJ,nform%fc t,
' that he be_cons.iAejie_d^as__a^_continuing informant ; that all be i ncluded a

in our Confidential Informants’ index :' and that they als o be included >*|
^ on the monthly report of payments made to confidential i nformanf$

.

^ The only individuals who will not be c6nsidered^as^.cjon.tiJiu.{na...confi-
j denti

a

iy_infj>jman$s^ajLe^hose^ho^are~vaijl^ii-a-j:.^Ou^d.~basi s for spotdenti oX_ infgjrmanijs^are^ih oseuwho^are~pa a_c ,o,jj .

,

\i nfojymati-on^of-^mp^Tdbanae^

CC - Mr. Clegg
Mr. Mohr

Should the Director agree, this policy wil£ be followed. v

,.fcfci
.JWBH6dSTftEe

1

^eiAEo

1
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TO. : Director, FBI

SAC, Kansas City

DATES. February 8, 194$

IT* CCtaUillST PARTI, USA - BRIEF
INTERNAL. SECURITY - 0

° S.U f l t'.i
f
f~ M4* b~OV-4.iL “i-a'il. I. * { ,

1

i

Attention is invited to. SAC Letter No. 11, Series 1949, dated
January 28, 1949, as. captioned herein.

The communication referred, to requests that the Special Agents,

in Charge submit any observations, believed calculated to
eliminate or reduce' the occurrences of the character outlined
therein.

Curing several years of experience in the Bureau* I have found
that, in almost every type of. case on occasions we will find
unreliable, undependable, hostile, unwilling, and recalcitrant
witnesses.- There have been occasions, of which I am cognizant,
when witnesses first were; interviewed they appeared to be entirely
cooperative and willing* As time for the use of these witnesses
in court approached, they became hostile, uncooperative,- and
unwilling. There is no reason, to believe that witnesses in.

Communist and related matters will be any different than, those
in other types, of cases handled by the Bureau •

X am of the very strong opinion that many of our Special Agents,
which would, include many now in the service and those who have
left the. services, are. not sufficiently Htough-mindedtr and
realistic in their approached to. investigative matters, this
statement, I mean that the minds of many of cur Special Agents,
present and past, have not been, appropriately conditioned for the

t

handling of investigative natters, the gathering of information.
‘ and evidence and appropriately evaluating it for the use to
which it will eventually be put. I am somewhat inclined to
the view that in. the past some of our Communist investigations
have been. of. a nature, which would be calculated to get something
into the record’ and into the files, an appropriate evaluation
thereof having not been made, or considered. Ifuch of the information,
I fear, which we have put into our files in the past in some of
the Communist cases has not been substantiated and appropriately
corroborated. The fact is that over a. period, of years very Utile,
if any,- of the information which, we have gathered and collected,

r
-

in Communist cases has. been used in a prosecutive manner.

DB:*Jd RECORDED • 11 \£ki£tl-jA

.... _ , r,.
14 «* 17 -
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Director, FBI. -2 - February 8, 1949

Ih other words, the witnesses who furnish the information
and the data famished by the. witnesses have never been put
to. the test in court. The test of' our information and the
data collected is whether it will s tend up in a court of
law, 1 am. certain that, had we over the years been, utilizing
in a. prosecutive manner the: information' which we have
collected in Communist cases that the occurrences outlined
in the. Bureau letter referred to would, have been reduced,
measurably.

I. believe that, again, it should be, pointed out and re-
emphasized to all of ,our Special Agents in Communist, as
well as in all other types of cases, that they a re engaged
in serious, business, that they are not: on a college- campus,
that., they are in a man’s world and are. engaged in a man’s
work. The mere, fact that a Special. Agent, in Charge, or someone
designated by him mentions a matter of this kind to some
Special Agents on one occasion will not appropriately condition
the; minds of' young men for investigative, work such as performed
by the Bureau. It has. been my experience that in order to
appropriately condition the thinking of a Special Agent that
instruction is a. continuing- thing-..

1 believe, in the handling of Communist cas.es and in contacting
the various informants in connection therewith who are potential
and prospective witnesses, over a period of time, Special
Agents of maturity, experience, and good judgment should be
able to ascertain and determine in a large measure whether
such informants would make satisfactory witnesses . I think,

that it would be appropriate for Special Agents tactfully and
adroitly to ascertain in these contacts the mental attitude
of a witness toward testifying and that inquiries of this
nature, which would comprehend the willingness of such persons
to become a witness,, should not be limited to one occasion,
but that the Special Agents should keep themselves continuously
informed in. such matters. A, witness may be willing to testify
in the. early part of 1949, but by the latter part of the- year
or even, after the lapse of a few months may have a change
of mind and attitude. X believe that what a witness says
to a Special Agent about willingness or unwillingness to testify
should be famished in its entirety by Special Agents to the.

United States Attorney or to the Special Assistant to the



t

Director, FBI - 3 - February 8, 1949

Attorney General* if there be one, who is. to- handle the
prosecutive features of a case. I have known of instances in
which Special Agents of. good judgement and patience and
tolerance have in an entirely ethical manner, and in conformity
in all respect to the. preservation of civil rights and
liberties of persons., influenced or convinced what were at
one time apparently hostile persons to become willing and
cooperative witnesses.

It is my observation, that when, we will have used more of the
information gathered by us in a prosecutive manner in Communist
cases' and when- Special- Agents begin actually to see this
occur, gaining by the. experience, the. quality of the material,
and information obtained in such cases will, improve, measurably.

The things mentioned herein are not new, but are procedures,
techniques and principles which are immutable and, of course,
unchanging.. I. trust that the Bureau will appreciate, and
understand the spirit in. which 1 write, these observations.
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In connection with the trial of the Communist Party leadership, approxi-
,aately sixty informants, including current and former Bureau informants as veil as
former members of the Communist Party, vere 'Interviewed by the United States -

Attorney or his -representatives to determine whether they would make effective
witnesses in this case. It is estimated that thirty of the sixty Informants inter-"
viewed will actually appear as witnesses in the trial. While this over-all percents
age is satisfactory, the reaction of several informants upon interview left much o
to be desired, and it Is in this connection that the following observations are
being made in an effort to improve the value of the information being reported, to --

the Bureau by its informants. While these observations are mainly concerned with
evidentiary information reported by informants, i.e., information dealing with the ^
basic doctrines of the Communist Party, USA, and intended for use in judicial
proceedings, they are also applicable to a large portion of the intelligence data <
being reviewed.

*

As you know, the case against the Communist Party, USA, hinges largely
°

on the integrity and the reliability of reports submitted by current Bureau in-
formants who are at present members of the Party. In view of this, it is abso-
lutely essential that the Bureau in the future be especially assiduous to make
certain, if at all possible, that (1) the informant understands the meaning and
significance of the information he has reported, and (2) that the information is
accurately reported by him. ‘

'

In connection with the aforementioned interviews, three informants who
had submitted written reports dealing with the revolutionary aspects of the

. rmii pnMTAiMcn .1 *
I CONTAINED , ,
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Communist Party, USA, having actually reported statements of a revolutionary
char&cte*r allegedly made at Communist Party meetings, upon interview by: the United
States Attorney stated that in their opinion the Communist Party intended to bring
about socialism by peaceful means or by the ballot. They' could not satisfactorily
explain the discrepancies between their previous reports and their present views,
and were very hazy about, the facts as set forth in their notes. In one of these
instances, the United States Attorney stated that the informant, was either stupid
or was lying.

In another case, an Informant who had reported what appeared to be
extremely significant material demonstrating the revolutionary and conspiratorial
characteristics of the. Party, admitted on interview that he had lied and that he
had reported this type of Information because he. had a personal grievance against;

the local Communist Party Chairman. Several other informants were unable to sub-
stantiate the data set out in their reports, and were very vague about the aims and
objectives of the Party, in addition to being totally Unfamiliar with basic- Commu-
nist Party literature, in spite of the fact, that their reports would, indicate to>

the contrary.
'

!

l

While it may be true that, some of these informants feigned a lack of
knowledge to prevent their being called as witnesses. It is also true that future
occurrences such as these can be; minimized by careful, and methodical Interviews
with, these informants at the time significant material Is. reported by them. This
will serve two obvious purposes. It will not only help to crystallize the infor-
mation in tire informant's mind, but it will also enable, you In some Instances to
determine, whether the informant is -telling the truth, and will give you a. basis for
checking out inconsistencies in his report. In. this connection, It. is also, desired
that every effort be made, to corroborate pertinent data reported by informants and
thereby affirmatively determine, the Integrity of the information being obtained.
In addition, informants should. be encouraged to. become familiar with -Communist
Party literature, and efforts should be made to observe the progress, of particular
informants in this regard. Informants must be required to place pertinent data In-
to written form for possible future reference. Of course, the success; of this
latter observation depends largely on the. capabilities of the informant and the
degree of activity in Communist Party affairs. .

She importance of this matter to the Bureau's investigation of Communist
activities cannot be overestimated. Our work in the intelligence field is re-
ceiving continually closer scrutiny and now that our informants are being called
upon to substantiate their reports, it Is imperative that we make every, effort
to see that they can intelligently and clearly discuss what^they have previously
reported.

In the. event you have any observations, to. make which will enable us to
eliminate, or at least reduce, occurrences of the character outlined above, it is
desired that you immediately submit them for consideration and review.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

SAC LETTER HO. 11
Series 1<&9

,

1-28-49
2

Birector
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Director, FBI
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•’ft. Tch.ia..

Mr, C!e

Mr, G!jvJa

CC2EI22BS

Ap
Angeles

[

The above confidential informant is being assigned jLos..,„-, ! J
V-J

This individual is a manufacturer of gambling supplies
and equipment, including dice, roulette, crap, and poker tables.
He also sells other gambling supplies and is in contact with
gamblers of all types, including bookrsakers, throughout the country.

|

| was formerly in business in Las Vegas, Nevada,
assisting m tne operation of one of the large hotels there. He
presently resides a^ |. Long Beach , telephone
8225k- His business is located a

|

Long Beach,
telephone 93933 -

He has furnished valuable information to this office and
he expressly requests that all contacts with hin be entirely confi-
dential. Therefore, he should be contacted only by Special Agents
ALFRED G. GUNN and LESLIE H. HALL.

^

OH

, Very truly yours.

R. B. HOOD, SAC

66-1203-3280 affh^friatsagencies

JOT) FT"? ,

ADVI?’sr

SLIP l?

)

nxj

.VJ7INS
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CONFIHSNECAL INFORMANTS - HANDLING OF — Reference is made to SAC Letter No.\

/ 11, Series 1949, dated January 28, 1949, entitled "Comunist Party, USA - Brief - %
/ Internal Security - C," whicn summarized the results of the interviews with Bureau

informants who were being considered as witnesses in the trial of that case in
Heu YorK

-
yu/r:v y

This comunicatloh 'pointed out: the necessity of careful arid methodical
interviews with informants relative to information reported by them as well as
the need for cori-oboration of significant data reported

.

\

Hie Bureau desires to call to your attention the following additional
observations which were brought to the attention of the Bureau by a Special Agent
in Charge.

'The problems of handling Communist informants who are potential
witnesses are similar to those encountered by the Bureau in every type of case
over many years. There have been witnesses who appeared to be entirely willing
to testify, but as the time approached for use of these witnesses in court, they
became hostile and unwilling. While this problem is recognized, the instances .

when we are not aware of the possibility that the potential witness in a Communist
or other type of case may become recalcitrant should be .few providing the Agent
regularly contacting the informant is alert and discerning.

Special Agents of maturity, experience and good Judgment should be able

to ascertain during regular contacts with informants whether such informants would
make satisfactory witnesses. They should be able to tactfully and adroitly deter-

mine in these contacts the mental attitude of the informants toward testifying,

and such efforts should not be limited to one case but the Special Agents should
keep themselves continuously informed in such matters.

Many of the investigations regarding Communist matters show clearly
that they hove been conducted for the purpose of getting something into the files

and records without an appropriate evaluation of the information being made . In
some Instances, no effort has been made to substantiate the information received
through informants. Special Agents handling informants should be realistic in
gathering and evaluating evidence received through such sources. The importance
of corroboration of pertinent data reported by informants was set forth SqsBAC
Letter No, 11, Series 1949, referenced above. 1 /£ », .7 ^ 7^3 -

.

if

It has been suggested that when more of;' thg information gathered in
Communist cases has been used in prosecutions the 'quality 'of ihe material contained
in such cases ’Krill improve through experience thus gained by Special Agents. ,,

While it Is recognized that experience will improve'"iKe NdMIihg .of any type Of
case, the Bureau feels that by drawing on the experiences of the past in other
types of cases which have been prosecuted, a material

1

improvement can be made
over the conditions found to exist regarding the information and informants being
utilized in ihe trial of the Communist Party leadership.

\

i

1
.. u*

8

\*1
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2b. achieve such an improvement ,
it* is necessary -that it he pointed out

‘and- re-emphasized to Special Agents in Communist.as veil- as other; types of cases

the importance, of. the Bureau’s work-.and. the necessity for. thorough*and intelligent

^handling- of investigations.

3Jie'. problems submitted here and 1 instructions .regarding the handling

ll of these problems have been discussed thoroughly in -training schools -at the Seat-

, of 'Government, ibut .it is -found that, instruction in these matters is a continuing

I thing if the; Agents ’are to be appropriately’ conditioned for .investigative work

such; as that performed by the ..Bureau...

It is .imperative that such - training be continued inthe .field,

'particularly with respect to; the personnel handling confidential informants, of

I

all types. 1 Close supervision should be afforded .the work of these Agents to
insure that the. maximum effectiveness of. the .informant..is being realized and at
the same tixie that .the ..Agents handling informants are aware of the -potential value,
of such, informants. as witnesses. This supervision should also comprehend a
determination; as to whether the. Agents are adequately making every effort possible
.to- corroborate information received through, confidential informants.

In making”assignments of Agents to ’handling live, .active, valuable,

"informants , , >whether with. regard to Communist or other types of cases, each’ Special
Agent ih'CIiarge. should -select for such handling Agents of maturity, experience and
sound .dudfpaent. It shoirld.be borne in mind and the fact. should frequently be.

brought to the attention of ‘personnel handling communist matters that , many - of the;

I

investigations relating 'to Communist matters may at a future. date 'bemused , in-

prosecutions. It- is, therefore; imperative in such. investigations that. Special
Agents ’.be. mindful and alert to* these possibilities

i
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rpu Office M-emorandum
m ;sJ.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT .

TO : THE director

FROM >sTHS EXECUHVES*

C

SUBJECT^PpB)^2nLJE{I

The Executives Conference on Juno 16, 1949j consisting of
Messrs. Tolson, Tracy, Glavin, Harbo, Carlson, Ladd, Fletcher,
Nichols, Rosen and Clegg, considered the maintenance of Confidential
Informant Index Iile3 in field offices, recommended the attached SAC
Letter be sent to the field*

It ua3 decided that in those offices with les3 than 50 Special
Agents the file should be maintained in the office of the Special' Agent in
Charge. In those ^ offices with 50 or, more^Special Agents but -with less than
100 Agents the file should be maintained in the-office of the Assistant
Special Agent in Charge. In those offices with 100 or more Special Agents
the file should be maintained in the office of a designated field supervisor.

If approved, there is attached an SAC Letter for this purpose.

Respectfully,
Ibr the Conference

!ira:&&op- •

(

Clyde Tolson

CC -rMr. Mohr
,J

XJfr. Clegg

A-

i pC:JR^k)

u*: \V
*0 „

» t

S'

&
INDEXED

. J
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(C) COMMUNIST PARTY, USA,' - (DEVELOPMENT AND SECURITY OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS) — QjJj t

Reference is made to SAC/Letter-No. 11 dated January, 28, 1949, and SAC Letter No.. 50,
‘ "

Section K, .dated April 26, 1949, which emphasizes the -Imperative need, of analyzing
and expanding our confidential informant, coverage. PnMFLElCfflTI A

I

CONFffNTIAL' &
of developing new confi-<£The Bureau desires to re-emphasize the necessity of developing new confi-x^ 5

dential informants and increasing the security in the -handling of present confiden-JM
tial informants. ' § i

The disclosure of the identities of Bureau informants at the trial' in
'

"^^|v
New York City, the increasing security measures on the part of the Communist Party^^i^
USA, and the day-to-day revelations in the press of past espionage activities demand:<H7
that each Agent be constantly on the alert for the development of valuable . m 12^*

informants./^ (<£)

Consideration of the following factors should be paramount in the 25 Gfy
development 'of informants:

*’

(1) Is the prospective informant; in a position to furnish information o o
of value, i.e., a' well-placed stenographer or clerk may,be equally’'

• h as valuable as an official in a given organization.(w^)

t ^ (2) Does the prospective informant possess any weaknesses which would NQ
/ make; him susceptible to approach; his personal habits, financial';'/,

,
o 2 condition and moral outlook should be carefully considered in this Vs '

^ ^ ^ ( 3) Be alert, for information, reflecting that a prospective, informant1 is
, J

|
m an alien> possesses a criminal record or is in difficulty vlth his V.

3 9 wjSsj creditors, as^these factors may possibly be utilized to induce-1 his /S
cooperation.®^ ^

(4) Watch for actual signs of defection. Be alert for factional -disputes

^ in the organizational apparatus which. might develop into resignations,. \ *
r

* • expulsions and even disillusionment on ..the part of/some.members ^

i ej (5) Consider carefully the proper method of approach to the individt/a!^ “
as the success or failure may depend on the initial contact.- if' it. £

/j is your opinion that., a third party approach is more desirable ; be' sure =£

.j to mention this in your letter to the Bureau seeking authorization
-\ll for the initial contactQy(^) o

2

« cc *SV
S

u
\ (6 ) "Once an informant is developed, constant effort should be made to :

J
J — 85 increase the. value of that informant through, careful planning z

S
, .

handling.©(© I
NOT RKOORUED o

(T) You should also, be. on the alert to the pos^i^yv^ati^hS Communist
Party,. USA,- will from time to time; attempt ‘£o *plarit Communist Party
members- within the informant ranks, of the Bureau in order . t<n identify

^ -other Bureau informants and to penetrate Bureau operations

.

f U\

Lo CnNFlnkl\l-ri A r
ALL INTIMATION CONTAINED

*

wrvwbilMlAthWJAI n/^ _ ,

hsrws is ^classified
3 EXCEPT WHERE SHOWNSeries 1949 - OTHERWISE

,

.

"



>

CONFIDplAL

/

/

During ‘the course , of the -development' -of -'the formant and the handling

thereafter, extreme security should he - exercised*, to prevent ^^exposi^e as an

informant. She various security commissions of , the '
Communist Party>^V?A/

+nV,

conducting security drives to identify Bureau informants. Any ^ividu^. taking •

notes at a* meeting is suspected.; Individual members of the Party- have recently
_

been given physical searches, their residences searched and other*. exttem® J**® ^
**?:**>
informants should at all times utili

these; qualities in their informants
X

iP/lfiirihrMTi a i*
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1 h~"

(B) COMMUNIST PARTY, USA (DEVELOPMENT OP WITNESSES FOR DEPORTATION HEARINGS
CONDUCTED BY IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE) — Your attention is directed
to SAC Letter No. 47, Section E, dated April 19, 1949, which outlines the Bureau’s
policy with regard to cooperation between the Immigration and Naturalization
Service and the Bureau, The following information is being submitted supplementing,
those previous instructions

,

The Bureau was advised on May 5, 1949, by Mr. Peyton Pord, The Assistant
to the Attorney General, that the Immigration and Naturalization Service is badly
in need of witnesses to testify at deportation hearings. INS, in addition to re-
quiring expert witnesses who can testify* .to the over-all activities of the Communist
Party, requires other witnesses who need not have been former top-ranking officials
of the Communist Party. This latter group could be used principally for the intro r-

auction of documentary .evidenced It is indicated that INS will in the future rely

more on documentary evidence rather than the use of expert witnesses inasmuch as the

constant use of these individuals impairs their testimony and makes them reluctant^ >

to continue to testify. ’ '

The -Field Offices of the Bureau have in the past made available to INS

informants in connection with Communist matters . In view of the present lack of

witnesses, it is believed that many Field Offices may be contacted by INS inquiring

for informants. If your office has a discontinued informant or an informant who

would be of assistance to INS the lose of whom would not affect your work, his

identity should be furnished to the Bureau. The Bureau will then review all of the

facts concerning such informant, after which a decision will be made and you will

be advised as to whether or not the identity of the informant may be disclosed to

INS. Each office should use extreme care in recommending informants for disclosure

to INS in order that you will not find yourselves without proper Communist coverage

in your respective divisions. Before any informant is turned over to INS, you

must, of course, obtain the informant’s permission.

The Bureau desires to cooperate fully with INS, keeping in mind, however

,

the Bureau’s responsibility of properly and adequately covering Communist activities.

Tn the Bureau* s reply to Mr. Ford, It was suggested that INS first check.<

with the appropriate .Field Office of the Bureau prior to developing an Individual 1

as an informant. You should be alert for any information which reflects that this

instruction is not being followed by the employees of INS. In such instances the

| Bureau should be promptly informed.

] 3 ?MAY'S'/

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

•>iot m
v>y m v-





Office Memorandum •’ united states government

The Director

D. M. Ladd

1
SUBJECT:

I O ) COUSB:
SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT Og_CQNFIDENllAL NATIONAL DEFENSE INi

FOR JUNE, 1949 a ~~r

\K ,

The reports submitted by the (field for June, 1949 relative
.

to National Defense Informants reflects the Bureau has *1,696 National
y.

Defense Informants. The distribution of this .informant coverage according^
to nationalistic groups is as .follows* ^LJit)

Informants concerning German activities
Informants concerning Italian activities
Informants concerning Communist activities
Informants concerning Japanese activities
Informants concerning other nationalities
Informants concerning general un-American

activities
Informants concerning Atomic Ihergy

Total

tcluded in the total are 219 informants of the colored race.

give you a more complete picture regarding the distribution of
this informant coverage according to nationalistic

,
groups throughout

field offices, I am attaching a compilation setting forth the number <

Confidential National Defense Informants developed and utilized by <

field division according to the nationalistic tendency*

01 'AUG 161949



ANCHORAGE 0 i 0 . 7 t 0 . i 8 i 8 * Ba
* 0 -5(3) i 0 . .* 0 j 5(1) iHHHiw-

BALTIMORE .4. o i 0 14(3)- I 0 * 0 i 1(1) * 0 i 15(4)

BIRMINGHAM C o * - - 0 - 11(1) i O' i 0 * i
v ,» ^ 0 * 12(1)

BOSTON 0 1.6 56(1) * 0 - . i 0 l. 2<ir4 ; o i 38(2)

BUFFALO . O i 0 - .35(6) i. 0 i , 3 - i o ..Atf
:^To' t 38(6)

BUTTE - 0 l „ . 0. .. - 31. t .11 .1 1- * ... «(2)(3 t i 47(2)

CHARLOTTE o _ I 0 15 t 0 - I 0 i

-rrcrzjr

7 frts*45.0 i 22(4)

- - 90(4)

- mmmm
CHICAGO l . i. -0 * 4 . . * . 0 - i 22(17)_^**T*€@99 mnmi

^NCINNATI-. - 12. i - 2 - 19(6) i . 0 i. . 3 i 8(7) ~8 t 52(13)

Cleveland 0 . * 0 . .33 » . 0 j 2 * .
.

2 0 i 37(8)

DALLAS 0. I - 0 3(2) i 0 i . 0. -* o ^s2c<Sl o * 3(2)

DENVER - . .2 .* 0 4 i 4 * 0 i .0^. i lO

DETROIT - 6 i - 0 50 i 2.i 14 .1

V< W - - -

10 *? , j j 76 (L5)

Vr f Includes Rumanian, Bulgarian, Jugoslavian, etc* gg"’ '

,** Includes Ku Klux Klan, Nationalist Action League, National Blue Star Mothers of Americ^»|j ^
j - () Figures within this mark represent the number of informants that are negroes.
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^ i Mr T.I.O. -

Office 'Memorandum. • united states goverw^jnt--;

Director, FBI

SAC, Cincinnati

date:; > JuneW; *191*9*''
I Mr. Tra«y......

Mr. I

I
MU* C*ody.

I

I

/ Please, refer also to ray letter dated February 23,, 19l*5» entitled

j
L Confidential General Investigative Info^anfc-yT j

Coluabusf,' Ohio^NF. INFT.
OT^SM***®*^*

This is to 1 advise that|
|
will be carried 1 under symbol'

number |~
l
and the- symbol] |is being cancelled. Please correct the>

/_

Bureau* s records . accordingly., '

. /nt

ng cancelled. Please correct the
y

\

ON

RHH.-KCC

66-1636
cc 66-11*37

RECORDED - 5

INDEXED -5
12 7t,y~

' He

,®2 AUG 121949



The -Director July 25, 1949

D. N. Ladd

SEMI-ANNUAL HKPQKT OF CONilDANTIAL NATIONAL DEFENSE IliFQMAUte* lt
,

FOR JUNE, 1949

The reports submitted by the field for June, 1949 relative
to National Defense Informants reflects the Bureau nas 1,696 National
Defense Informants. The distribution of this infonaant coverage according
to nationalistic groups is as follows

: QO ( ill *

Informants concerning German activities
Informants concerning Italian activities
Informants concerning Communist activities
Informants concerning Japanese activities
Informants concerning other nationalities
Informants concerning general un-American

activities
Informants concerning Atomic Energy

^Included in the total are 219 informants of the colored race.J^|

To give you a more complete picture regarding the distribution of
this informant coverage according to nationalistic groups throughout the
field offices, I am attaching a .compilation setting forth the number of
Confidential National Defense Informants developed and utilised by each
field division according to the nationalistic tendency.

******
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8/3/49

Director, FBI

SECURITY OF INFORMATION -
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT FILE

record
^' 101

, >

1 v *

Reurlct 7/1/49 in which you set forth the action taken, based on
the instructions in SAC Letter 067, Series 1949. Your attention is invited
to page 3 of SAC Letter 0124, Series 1948, dated 9/8/48 which provides for
the maintenance of a technical and Microphone surveillance file under the
supervision of the SAC or field office official in charge of technical and
Microphone surveillances.

The plan set forth as item #3 in your oomeunication appears to
coincide with the instructions set forth in SAC Letter 0124 and authority
is given to .removing the correspondence described from the administrative
file and -plaaing it in a sub file to be maintained in your custody. It is
not desired that this sub file be maintained in the Chief Clerk's office
ae suggested in your communication.

HCB:mfc J



Office 'Memorandum
«»

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

fro;

: Director, FBI

Dallas

O : Direi

^yj^SAC,

DATE: July 1, 1949

O&HPiBBMSIAI#

SUBJECT: SECURITY OF INFORMATION
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT F

Reference SAC Letter 67,

The instructions set ^orth in paragraph B of referenced letter have e\ S
been complied with in the following manner:

1. The Confidential Informant Symbol Card File has been separated
from the Confidential Informant Indices and placed in the office
of the SAC*

\

/

s \\

1

\j

2* The name cards, which do not bear the symbol number, and which
are filed alphabetically by city and by type of information,
are maintained in such a manner that an agent may examine the ,

file to locate an informant for a specific purpose* This pertains
to both General and National Defense Informants*

3* The Confidential Informant administrative file, 66-156, in which
correspondence regarding informants is maintained, will be stripped
of serials on which the informants are identified by symbols* These
serials will be placed in a sub-file and maintained in the SAC'S
office or labeled in the Chief Clerk’s Office in such a manner
that agents do not necessarily have to examine this portion of the

file. This step will be held in abeyance pending receipt of Bureau
approval*

The Bureau is requested to advise the Dallas Office if this procedure
meets with the approval of the Bureau and is in compliance with the
instructions in referenced letter*

LVD:BD
66—156

DECLASSIFIED
on T'.-r/zrjey..



f Office .Memorandum • united states government

1 SAC, Charlotte

to : Director, FBI > date: August 6,19h9

f£/^K0U 1 SAC, Charlotte

SUBJECT:]
,

'
1

/ I
1
Pinebluff, North Carolina "

C
/J s^FORmiT /,/ 0 ' y -

* ' y '
. vLj

^cc/Sf, //fluor/ttj zzfp/i/sci 6 <r'
nebluff , North Carolina

Rebumeao 8-3-ii9 styled as above, pointing out that no reply has beeruja-2
ceived by the Bureau regarding a letter dated Kay 23, 19k9 from the Bureau^o^ieN<w,
above-aentioned individual. _ H V5

» -n * This is to advise that the Charlotte/ Division submitted a memorandum^ datjSd July 28, 1$U9, styled,
| I

Pinebluff, North Carolina, 'Po^entiAl^70
National Defense Confidential Informant." typi^-' 1 '-" ‘

#' \ Since the submission of the above-mentioned memorandum. SA R. 'STEVENSON^'

Received a telephone call froa|
|

indicating that I Iplaiinbd to r^- V

* turn to New lork City, where he expected to contact_the New York Office to finish J

cc:, New York

10Q-1751
CJTBsfmb

{further information. f-

JL /^ClVV\ ..

%V). ^3f JF\ ~xi J—
23 OCT 141949

1
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OrTfCE I^IOkAHDDM

FuCM : SAC, Charlotte

UIII TED STATES QOVE3N1L3TT

DATE: July 28, 1919

SUBJECT:
't.

1

oft)
O

Pinebluff, North Carolina
P-o Lan fcfesff

- Ua

t

ional Defense Confidential

Be Bulet £-23-19 to Charlotte.

AlUHFOiPT’ONmm
u&m
m 1

to

7-rtf

I, North
r

Pursuant to the request of|
|
Pinebluff,

Carolina, to be contacted by a representative of tnis bureau in his letter
to the Director dated April 11, 19l9, ho was interviewed and furnished
information regarding individuals whom he considers to be members or fellow
travelers of the Communist’ Party in the United States, particularly in
the New York City area, which information is sot out below.

Regarding 3ackground, he advised as follows:

He is
three small chi!

and consequently
formerly known as

s
| ^rear

ildren, b

s of age, a member of the white race, married with
bom in Brazil, South America of American parents .

American citizen.
.

His father,

~

, 1
was fomorlyl

|
School

of Tropical Medicine at Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana, until
he resigned in 1913 for the purpose of going to South America to obtain

’

information regarding tropical diseases. He is reported to be an author
of several books regarding medicine and novels. His father_Ls_imapently
retired and is residing- at Southern Pines. North Carolina.

|
[states

his father changed Ids name from
| |

d the time he resigned
from Tulane University.

“

I I mother, divorced from his father, is presently married to

an Enlgishman and residing in England. Her present name i^ I

(phonetic), formerly known as | l
and is reported by|

|

to havn written and had* published about 25 novels in the past.

I 1 1

[has several half-brothers, one of whom is
| [

ag^
l
presently a trappist Monk at the Abbey of. Gethsemani in Kentucky,

and the author of a recent book which is his autobiography and reported to

be very popular. He. has another hal f-hrnthn y. l

_ _
L an author and

playwriter who wrote!
‘

c: IIm York City

pnd also adapted the book for a

IiLA&AzJ-'gOTHBOOHDl”
55 OCT 21 1949
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>

July 28, 19h9

I |stated that he was reared and educated in Europe, primarily
in Franca, and came to the Tim stat.ag when ahoiit 17 years of age. He is
the author of a novel entitled,! IpnKH sh-H in .Tuna 19i|0>b'y

Scribner and Sons, New York City, which book, according tq J is fiction
based upon facts of life in Moscow on the eye of the Russian devolution.
He said he obtained his material from people who wera-in Russia at that time,
however, ho stated that he has neve r been to Russia. L prasentlv is
writing a book entitled|

|,

under the pen name o|
|
which

is a fictional novel with a setting in Italy about I9I10I

I I stated he was employed by the National Broadcasting Company from
19i)0 until about 1?1)3 in the Shortwave International Section as a news
annojncer and news analyst. He was employed in a similar capacity for the
American Broadcasting Company from about 19li3 to 19l)5> both positions being
in New York City. He worked for the Columbia Broadcasting Company in Chicago
from about 19k$ to the latter part of 191)6 when he broke a contract with
Standard Oil Company for a nightly news program in order to cone to Southern
Pines, North Carolina, to be near his elderly father and sta.p-mother who
have been gravely ill.

j

(stated that whilehe was employed by the various broadcasting
companies, he came in frequent contact with individuals whom he believes to

be members of the Communist Party. He said an individual named I

formerly with the National Broadcasting Company. Shortwave International, was
a member of the Communist Party inasmuch as I I himself has told him
that ho was a member and attempted to get him- to join the Party. He said

that, I i was in the Army during the war and was connected with the Office
of 17ar Information. He believesl^ "lis now connected with the State
Department in the, foreign broadcasts and is residing on Horantio Street,

Greenwich Village, New York City.

| [

related that wliile he was employed for the American Broadcasting
Company in Mew lork City, an individual nnm»rfi i was employed
by the American Broadcasting Company, anq Jls presently in the News
Boom at the Americp_3ruadcasting Company in New York City as a Special

<

Feature Reporter.
| |

fnr-mm-l y lived in Hoboken, New Jersey. | |

said in about 19l)3 or 19bh, l | offered to introduce him to several
individuals, whose names he does not recall, and to take him to several
Communist meetings where he assured

| |
that he could be convinced that

A O ifirnnl.d want to join the Communist Party. He advised that the name
| |

| |
is not the true name of this individual as he came to this country

from Poland and has a Polish name. He said I
~| mother resides with

him, and according to information furnished by
| |

his mother is a
United States Citizen only technically.

j~~
|

said tha-t used to bring Russian newspapers for him to

read, and they discussed Communism frequently. According tol |

has told him that he was a member of the Communist Party.
| fc

tated that

b7D
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|

|held such a position with tho American Boradcasting Company, that
he was instrumental in having several individuals employed by the Ameri can
Broadcasting Company who were members of the Communist Party.

| j

indicated that
| frad him fired from his job with the American Broad-

castipg CbmpanyTJ

He advised t]

the C&mraunist Party as
Party members, and froi

Communist. He said that
Broadcasting Company du:

y.s a fellow traveler if not a member of
has told him of his associations with Communist

- 7
—versations. he has gathered

| |
ls very pro-

it l
|
was a foreign correspondent for the American

.ring the war and is now News Editor for the American
Broadcasting Company, New York City.

I |
said that

|
I who is a commentator for the American

Broadcasting Company and was hired by
|

I is strongly inclined to be a
Communist as this is the impression he had obtained while being associated
with

| |

and from conversations with him.

He advised thatf
inasmuch as he was in frequent con:

National Broadcasting Company, and[

led by him as being a Communist
.le employed aj^tha

was a very close friend oq. J
employed at the National Broadcasting Company, New York

City.

said that he has gained this knowledge concerning these indi-
viduals from conversations and associations with them.

further adivsed that ; Vice-President in

Mxslll
|

who had no prior experience and shortly thereafter

| |

joined the Army. He said that
j |

was boosted to the rank of

a Major or Colonel and was connected with publio relations for the TJar

Department in Yfashington, D. C. during the war. He said tha-fj fe.s

partially paralized and did not see any active service.

] said tha-tT" ^ now employ lean Broadcasting
1 "ousted”Company in an executive capacity, has tried to get|

from the American Broadcasting Company but with no success.

In addition to the aboveJ I stated that he desired to furnish
information regarding two individuals named|

He said that he had been a personal friend <

prior to his death in 19ltl and hj

least 20 years. He advised that| eci in Italy until he came
to the United States in the early xyzu's -go establish a residence as a

result of Mussoline gaining power in Italy. He said that! I set up a

.
publishing Company in New York City and published a paper which was called

b7D
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"II Martello", whioh translated means, "The Hammer". He stated that] ij

maintained that he was a "Gyndicallis t" (phoetic) which, in general, he
said is a Socialist. He said I I was anti-Riissi an—anti Mussolini, and
anti-Hitler. According to| Imarrieq

|
nee

j |,
a wealthy individual from Philadelphia who is still residing in

Hew fork City. She lived with| |at|
|
(phonetic) Street,

Brooklyn, New York, until his death in 19R1.

According tol Iwas the former wife ofl I

| |

a lawyer in Hew York who either died or was murdered in the late
1920's, and his body was found near some railroad tracks not far from New
York City.

He advised that the paper published by
| |

was for the American-
Tt.altans in the New York ^ity area primarily and was published to further

I I political ambitions to return to Italy eventually and establish
his own government. He said I Iwas a political refugee from Italy and
never became a United States citizen.

I
|
related that I I was murdered on the stree ts in New Y0rk in

either 19I4I or 19l|2, and the case is still unsolved. He said| |was
shot to. death in the back with a pistol, and based upon his knowledge
regarding the association of l I it was his opinion
that, I Icnthnr directly or indirectly took a part in the murder, How-
ever,

] [

said that it would be impossible to prove this fact.

| |
said that during the late 1930's and until

I heath,

f |
had open house to all his friends and acquaintances, who were mostly

members of the Communist Party, and fellow travelers. He said the gatherings
at|

|
home consisted mostly of celebraties, semi-colebraties, and a

large number of writers. I Istated that he has been ini I home on

many occasions during these gatherings and recalls having seen||
|

at his home frequently. He said |was a close friend of|
j

but a bitter political enemy. Also the visitors included such people as

whioh individuals! lid not identify.

TJith reference to
|

|stated that|
|
is

presently the Book Editor for the New York Tribune and has had this

position for many years. He said he has known
|

|for flt least ,20

years personally and based upon this close association with|
|

knows

for a fact that] |is a Communist and has been a Communist since about

1930. He said that he considers
| |

an agent, for the Russian Government,

and one reason for this belief is the fact thatl [as control over

the Garland Fund, which amounts to about one million dollars and was established
about 1928 to aid and assist writers, artists, and authors. However,

| j

said that none of the money has be jn used for this purpose and as an example

-h -
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-eopyrahs

he said his mother. l 1 annl -i Ad

but was turned down.
| | said th-t

|

further the program of the Communist Party.

He said thatl kvore friends for at least 1$ or 20
years and visited eac h other frequently. He related that| | attended
a party at

|
I home just several hours prior to being murdered, and

as staged above, he pelieves | l and the Communist Party realized that

I |was an enemy of the Communists and on the other hand was gaining
ground in the United States among the Am jrican-Italians in his political
beliefs.

for a small amount years ago
uses the Garland Rind to

I

j

i

|

I

!

I

It is to be noted that l I stated that l | secured him a job
as a writer at his request during the 1930's but he did not accept the job
as he discovered it was probably connected with the Communist Party. In
addition J |

advisod that his first wife was "taken over" by
| |

in
the early 1930 ’a, and he subsequently divorced ban. Clt was evident that

|
|in furnishing the information regarding

|
probably may be

seeking reven ge to some extent, although, he was persistent in maintaining
thatl I works directly for the Communist movement and stated that

I I has indicated to him that the Garland Rind is to help further the

revolution in the United States.) He said his remarks concerning
J

have been gathered from his associations with
| I over a period or

about 20 years.

|

|furnishod information rigarding former acquaintancfls_af his in
Vow York whom he said are Communist Party members. Ho said that|_

|

|
who lives in How York and believed to be employed with the United

States Immigration and Naturalization Service in Hew York, has told him
that he is a member of the Com.unis t Party and attempted to get him to

join the Party in 1936 or 1937.

related thatl
|

a painter and artist in Hew York,
is a member ui tile Communist Party and istha person responsible for getting

| |
to -iain ±ha Party. He said that from conversations and

associations withl tie was advised of this fact and al so from hl .s_

associations with
l 1 a poet in New York, and with[

[

an artist in New York, he has been told by them that they are members of

the Communist Party.

related that he intends to have his present book completed

this summer, ana his present plans are that he will return to New York
City in September 19ij9 and re-establish his residence with his family in

Nevr York. Also, he said that he plans to seek employment in New York

either in radio work or work in the journalism field. He stated that most

of his friends and contacts in New York City are writers and authors in the

radio and newspaper fields. Ha stated that he would be very agreeable to

renewing his acquaintances and continue to furnish information regarding

b7D
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'

the Communist Party and members of t.hn Partv t.n the Bu reau. Ha sai d that
he could renew his contacts with

|
[t ahd

|
and

through them secure valuable information regarding the Party.
| |

volunteered that he would join the Communist Party provided it xvould not
jeopardize his family, and also provided that he could be furnished pro-
tection in the event that in the future drastic action was taken regarding
members of the Comraunist Party.

|
|was explained the Bureau’s policy

in this regard after which ae indicated that if ”he was left holding the
bag” he would have to give the matter further consideration. However,

| j
stated that regardless of whether he decides to join the Communist

Party, he mil ’’string along” with those individuals who are party 'members
and furnish whatever information he can obtain to the Bureau.

| |
stated he has given this matter much thought for the past

two years, and he has been advised by his half-brothers to follow along
with those people who can make him an outstanding author althoughthey
are Communist sympathizers or members. He 'said that he decided to offer
his services to the Bureau in view of the recent developments concerning
several members of the Communist Party who are presently on trial in
Federal Court. It is believed thal

] [

motive for offering himself
as an Informant is to seek revenge to some degree against! I

The 3ureau is requested to give consideration to making
|

I a

National Defense Confidential Informant, and in the event favorable action
Is taken, it is suggested that the New York Office and this office be
advised in order that ! l ean be re-contact8d to determine his specific
plans after returning to New York City.

It is also felt that the Bureau will desire to consider initiating
loyalty investigations on those individuals mentioned herein as government
employees and Communist Party members.
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Subsequently, on June 1?, I9li9. l ladvised the interviewing
agent by letter that hewas leaving Pinabluff, North Carolina on June 18
or 19, 19ij9 for New York City. He said he was going to New York for the
purpose of locating a job after which he would move his family to New York.
He stated that he would be living temporarily with a friend on Long Island,
whose address he could not recall, however, his residence telephone number
would be Virginia 92j?9ljl. He also said that his wife at Pi n ehlu.ff, North
Carolina would know of his present address. In addition,! ladvised

that shortly after his arrival in New York, he desired to contact the New
York Office to furnish additional information regarding several unsigned
letters he has received recently.

No further action is being taken by this office in the absence of
Bureau instructions. A copy of this letter is being designated for the
Newark and New York Offices for informs, tion.
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|

(A) LOYALTY OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES - REPORTS --
,

1.; Use of T Symbols

Tho Bureau has of late noted an increasing tendency upon, the part of
the field to use. core and. core T informants in. Loyalty of Government Employees

reports. It is self evident that the indiscriminate use of T informants decreases
the value of the reports and greatly augments the responsibilities of those I

charged with weighing and. evaluating information, contained, therein.; It is there-
fore desired that, the use of T informants be restricted to the following classes
of informants:

a. Sensitive government agencies. These include Army,,- /

j

b._ Established Bureau informants, whose
I 1» protected.: nfUI,, cf

• c.; Persons interviewed who specifically request anonymity.; 0>

2. Contacts with. Established Informants

With respect, to. information attributed to established BureaUlnformants

,

it is necessary that extreme care be used in. the wording 'of informatibn attributed
to them.; Where they have; positive, information of value to report, in addition to

Or similar name and: no other identifying data,- the .report should clearly reflect
•that the. informant does not know whether his 'information, relates to the govern-
ment employee 'in, question.; Particular care, must be oxerclsed. where the j
informant -in -question is not in a position to know the employee' or amplify the /
information, originally reported, by the .informant.. Under no circumstances should
inferences or conclusions be drawn, by: the reporting Agent as^£o. the meaning o£nt as -to. the meaning of

It has also been, noted that negative. inftjra^ibn fmra^eatablished
informants ,is frequently reported in such a manner2«s*t© indXcate

ythat these
informants possess all inclusive Knowledge of Communist. Party membership and*
activities within a particular area. This serves, ta-negate-or -render doubtful
any information which, may hav<j> been secured from highly confidential sources

J
or other informants, concerning whose .authenticity no question. exists.. For

example,, to quote one infoinant as saying an employee was or is a member of ‘the

Communist Party and in tho same report '.quote other informants ''who. are reliable
and thoroughly-familiar with. Communist; -Party -activities" in. that area as -saying/

that they did hot Know and had never heard of tho employee casts a doubt upon the

“positive- information.; Accordingly, informants to whom--such negative information
is attributed should be described in. a manner which would show the limitatlons'.of

their Knowledge,- or that they are acquainted only with certain phases of
Communist. Party membership or activities. ~



Near York 7, Sw York

Director, nI

declassired^y,

ON.....

September 30* 1949

L
Deer 3ir*

a .tf i&mmki .lAHflMiH ffltp j

y v -—* fxdmmnKL mmmt - ae*/ /<

(Bureau file iSSmBS)

?

Be Charlotte letter dieted July 28* 1949 captioned ee above*

ee e*i appl
pee investigated by this office (see York file 123-2348)

least. Hifereaee it therefore nede to the, rmnart of m r. i>..-ui.p

w3>L'»0Vi, September 6* 1949* et .lee York, entitled
Special Inquiry* State Department* Public lee 408 80th Congress* Voice of
America*. Yt should be noted that background information concerning

j

eea set out In the Charlotte letter dated July 28* 1949*

Bead.i, fei Cityji
at the present time la realdlag r**- ^Meo— Farm* Cangers
dee York* At the present time*

|
|ie unemployed and ie

expected to receive ea eppolatme.it eith the Voice of America* State Depart-

$

fen September 7* 1949J I voluntarily personally appeared at

«pk Office to furaleh Information on aerao.ia be considers to be ,,

connected in some eey eith the Communist Party. I Iateted that through/^
hie many years la broadcasting and Journalistic fields and as a result of

S
acral contact especially in this field of endeavor* he considers both— ~1 iotad .<wm>p»fuamm \ con.meted eith the "See York Herald-lhribunt1'

|
Hollyeood writer, to be Communists and te milling to

teetiX7 bast wey are communists . During this first IntarvieeJ J stated
that If he docs not receive a position with the Voles of America* he eill be
forced to take his family to England and work for the British Broadcasting Cssspamy.

ect 123-2348

VI' £7
•t

; . .

1 ' ij
. . i

m ;136 3-
NOT RECORDED
55 .OCT 20 1949
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letter to Director
fY 62-10070

V'

Iexplained that tat cannot obtain a petition la ttaa broadcasting field
la this country vitheut-balng aided by Ceawaniett in ttala field vith vfco®

s

be it acquainted*
|

| stated that be refuses to accept employment on

these eenditions*

I
]
stated that be is convinced that sariout people in this

field heve beta trying to convert hie te Cmmunism for many years* He
stated that he has reached the paint in hit life ufeeraJm feele he onet
expoee theee people who have effected hie career.

f |
mentioned that

he may attempt to testify before ttaa House Committee on i’rwAmerican Ac-
tiirltice to expect these people in ttas broadcasting field if he does net
receive s position in this country in radio. stated that the aeople
etaoai he knees or believes to be Ccmeruoiata in Lcm~orosdsesting field have
no Idas that he has reported then to ttaa FBI. As s matter of feet, he
states, they ere not avert that tat Is strongly sntl-Comminlctle*

on September 13, 1949* 1 Hvoluntarily returned to the dev York
Office to furnish ttaa identity of the p*finle_ahom he believea to be Cemrau-

niete or Conanniet ?arty sympathisers* latated that ha haa maintained
this list of names in hie possession for Seed time and vaulted the names on
file with the Bureau for our information*

| |
Indicated that he mould be

silling to testily cgainat those people who made tha atatana.it to him that
they vere Communists. I furnished the folloving aameej each one, accord-
ing to

| |

admitted to raw that he or she vee a Communist*

in 1945.

Ueon.’iaetad vith A3G daveroomj last seen by SCbTT

2 *

Servlet) last sean by W37T ipproximately 4 year# ago*
i employes of the Immigration and naturalisation

3* 1 I believea tat possesses a
but cannot recall the same) an A3C employee vhose mother is
a highly Important position In the Communist Party*

J Uonneated with MBC sod also ^

Army hlstorlaa at Oovemore Island, dev York, dev fork.

true Polish turns

alleged to have

employed as an

of tha State Department*
connected vith dSC and nov may bs In tha terries

b7D
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Lotter to fiirteter

rIT 62-10070

6»[ j-eonnsetad mith iBC {3anua Station) mho has
refused to teat a joe xa tte State Department b«o«ui« hit Commaalst
connection# tm

Preeideat o:

Concerning tte above people,

I

*i theee people fr- ‘ -

nt loeetiw*

[ IM KOOXO JrSJ

|etsted to tea uot beta asso-
ciated alth theta people for the poet' year or mart aad ha la act smart at
their preeent location.

ooaeetad mith the "tfem Yorker* auuramlno, and
Itoro Guild, aever admitted to[ jfciaat ha \

a Geamuist Party member, bat fro* eoavermetioa and ebeervetiwi on SCOTT*

S

part, ha believes I.TU1 la a Communist sympathiser.

•a witar mho testified at tte 1 1

1 it Hat YbriTTa a reformed fallom trava1jhk»J 1 «nmi
01 i

atatad that any oil
j
immediate frioada, in hit opinion, mould ba

foilom travelora or Party members.

H-brotheriera and rhuth-aritara for
aw Of Literature" on a part-time baela.

|
|atatad that

thaaa tmo people never admitted to him being mtaibere of the oonanuiat Party
bat eoaaidara bath of than Cemmaaiat sympathisers i

venations had mith than mten ha kaam thee \

atatad that ha tea not aeon than for tte peat tne yaara or sore*

xoC
CBS, mho admitted
that ha haa not

J-fona
idti, Stesha ,

aaarij |for

uraar ABC onployao and non aaaoalatad mith
maa a Cooatualat Party member. jati

uj: U»71ea President in oterga of pqbllaity and nave
for A3C, mho la a maalthy individual eeeording tol I atatad ha

P
thla person a strong fallom traveler and Party oynomtao —d that

oeaivad hit firat Job mith ABC to tte intercession oil

12J _

though ha aevor admitted
eonaidaxe Mm a strong fallt

and mife mare lntlmsta frien

and his mife,
“ aamY<.... City Beard of

that ha maa a Ceamoniat Party master,[

I—According to
Education bat even

dor oral ?orty sympathiser tinea both husband

3
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Lattar to Director
MT 63*10070

13-1
.

ft—i%ni* who aacording to L

|

|atat*d that Mmm admitted to his that hiwi Cowannlat.

with tha "Saw York t

hoipod writ* •Cat lorld« foi

Tirfmaoetod
»1 |

halp»<

La

itjtunwy at la»f[|1L . L*at.turo*y at 1**J Ha*w York* jiao

York* I latatod thaj |
la a Ccwaualct Parky ayapathlsar and an

latolllaont wan who say to tha Tlctla of Influence by bla frtaadl
I I atatad ho flavor hoard ~l*dolt being a Caamalat hot irj |

j
looa .a sympathiser* According tol 1 ha aot l

]
aot too long a

*odj |ladle*tod to
|

|that ha, through hla ©oanaationa, could gatT
*

‘i aayjaiadraaa*. L
te

j |
to pooh t

• Job In tha 3tat* Department, Voice of America, without
bow*

i Job,

.
oplnloat

|aot too long ago
could

|

‘

atatad, hewawar, that h* did not give toy aucGwragaaont
for thia

fallow j£. ]
—* writar and a<

or and Ccwmmiat aympathiaer

alttad that ha aaa a

that ha haa act aoaa

17.
both of thaaa
alao friend* of

.oaallat-Jdio adaltted to being a
to

I

jaem* yaara ago.

according tol
,

I alao ad*
lalat ay«pathl*#r.| {atatad
A1 a<

l-wrltera. According to|
[

Lera to be rn—miat sympathiser* sins* thay arapjoala ha oeaalda i

IB! "Ua writar raoortad by
| |

to ba a
a—nathlcar.

[
| ranarkad that

|

Jio another oaa of tha i

Communist
clique with

19]
traveler and ayapathlaor*

3- writer whom ballavas to ba a falloa
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Letter to Dimeter
ST 62-10070

]~a writer reported bjj I to be e felloe
traveler and Communist eynpethlier,

23.
|

—a writer also reported bj| I to be i
felloe traveler ana uawronfet sympathiser.

to him that he eaa

i a Cofwminlit.

Hi writer who, according to|
|
ateLtted

a ccmauaiat. 1 1

V»a writer who alee adeltted to
j [

that he

26.
,

H—wife and
Jto be fellow traveler* and Coamualet ajepethlsere
Men these neonl a recently and baa conversed with i

.
mcordiag to|

|
la an expert oy Hebrew Uteratm

connected' at the precontnie with C38. Sothl
very friendly with I stated that!

ted by
|

i"T.

bttuteand rapor-Sr
, f are

J advised
him that ha would get a job at the Voice of America, State Department, re-

obstaclea lf
| ]

behaved himself and became friendly with

27*L
oa the East Side of Sas

under the Influence oij

traveler and Ceaauoiet sympathiser.

i-foimer Ufa ofL
r ntv anpe yeara ago.

J aad he bellevee that ana la a fellow

It should be noted that I 1 advlaad that be baa not aaen a greet
number of theae people la the left two mere or mere since he bee been out of
dew Tork City for thie period of time. 1 I etated he bed mot moot of them
ea a result of hit past employ»»nt with ABC or S3C and that the allegations
he made about these people mere aa a result of observation on his part or
admissions mads by these people.

|
|was unable to produce any factual

evidence to beck up hla allegations.

At the time of
| |

last visit to the (#w York Office, he ad-
mitted to the interviewing agent that ha was financially Hhard-up" and he la
finding it difficult to support hie wifb and children and that ha has been
resolving acme financial assistance from hie wife's family* I I stated that

| |

la friendly with most of the above-mentioned people and in his

b7D
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Letter to Director
.IT 62-10070

b7D
opinion] Jls tb* typo of pereon who it • "behlad-th* a**a* Coaxoaiot
Party mim*. Bo etated that] l

hae ouch *n influence in HU field of
endeavor tf* oaa »hloekboll" anyone who dose aot eoaforo with hi* say of
thinking.

| |

ototod that ho hot aoon
|

within the poot foo month#
bat has rofuood to main toy sseletenoCTra

i

—[-^y sealing employment
la tho broadcasts Mmirn, it should bo noted tbot

| f
boo o doflalto

dooiro to «opoo4 |oo o CoMnoiot tad it ooo apparent thot this foollag
of uaflriondllnoot ooy partially edit fro* portoaoX difficultloo . | |

ooo
supposed to boot f cacvl Iflrot Olio* gooooor. i I dlaTRMgK tbot
b» lo aot eogry oitti bo t result of ooy ftodly difficult!** bat is in-

terested la exposing bio for chat ho really ia, ototlag that ho is o Communist.

|
stated tbit duriag the tlsw he worked la tb* field of broad-

casting, he o*o told by • few of hi* fellow osploy*** tbit bo suffered from
• Communist complex.

|
jreawkod that o no it oo* tie* greatly suspicious

of many people but that ni* suspicions of people being Communists were os o
result of conversations bid with then.

>ated tbit bi is very frleudly i J aad oay ask

| |

assistance ia tb# future to arreags for bis to appear as a witness before
the House Committee on Un-American Activities. However, be would aot tab* soy
action la this lias until be ascertained mother be would receive the Job with
tho Vole* of America.

It should be acted that at the tiae
| [

appeared at the ftew York
office on September 13, 1949, be received o phone sell from bio wife tbot o
notice bod been received at Mi hums advising bio to appear at the Voice of
America Office tbot afternoon.

| |
after furnishing the above Virmw—tloa,

deported directly for the Voice of America office. It was apparent!
I

expected to receive com word concerning his appointment to a position at the
Voice of America.

Oa September 15, 1949, this office wee in receipt of e letter from

I
advising an agent of this office that if Mo application for a position

should bo approved by tb* Voice of Aserloa, Stats Department, ha would be
reluctant to attract any notoriety as an employee of tbs Stats Department and
that bis thought of going to tbs House Committee on Un-American Activities was
founded on the assumption that hie chances of being accepted by tbs Stats De-
partment arm slim*

| [

stated ia bis letter that be would take a© steps in

6



Letter to Dimeter
ST 68-40070

going before the Houee CearaiUee without first advising this office*

ess advised at the time he appeared at the See fork Office
could not advise hist one way or another whether he should

appear before any House Coamitt.ee to report on Coa&uaiet activities or to
identify people ee Canmunists*

|
pteted that he eat tears that tha

Bureau would hot he able to «ah» any reoanaandatiena to hia oonoeraing what
tStlooS to take and that ha would ham to daelda for hiatalf whether ha
•beald appear at a witness.

A review of the Indices of this offlcs revealed nwwercua reference*
on the individuals mentioned herein end the Bureau will be advised of the re-
sults of this review by separate communication.

The above is being furnished for the Bureau** information.

Very truly yours.

TffiWARD SCiBJDT, SAC

\

7
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« f
SAC, Chicago

Director, FBI

CONFIDENTIAL N'tTICNAL DEFENSE INFORMANTS

December 8, 19h$

Keurlet November 16, 1%% suggesting that consideration be
given to -the -use as informants of individuals on Cormeunist matters mho are
pro-Tito.

In considering any individual as an Informant on Coosamist mat-
ters a strong nationalistic allegiance such ns you suggest should be kept in
mind. ' It should also be considered, however, that Titoites claim to be good
Communists and though an individual swnrs allegiance to Tito, he is undoubted-
ly Corauniatic in thought.

It is suggested that in considering individuals of Slovac descent
as informants, groat care be exercised in screening them to determine their
true allegiance and whether pro- or anti-Tito. It should also be kept in mind
the ideology in both cases may be Corasunist. Therefore, in connection with
the suggestion submitted by your office in reference letter, it la desired that
you keep the above observations in mind. The Bureau does not desire, however,
that your office undertake a project of considering the development as inform-
ants of any particular group of individuals who are known to be pro-Tito. It is
noted that you state there are several individuals in the Chicago Division who
are known to be definitely anti-Stalin. If you have any particular individual
in mind whom you feel to be potential informant material, you should consider
sending the complete background concerning such individual to the Bureau, to-
gether with your recoaswndation as to possible development of the individual
as an informant. The Rireau will not entertain any recommendation looking toward
the development of a subject as an informant when the only information indicating
that the subject night be favor fble to a contact by Bureau Agents Is the fact
that he is anti-Stalin and pro-Tito.



Office Memorandum • united stJtcs government

Director, FBI

SAC, Chicago

date: November 16, 1949

L NATIONAL DSFENSE INFORMANTS

In connection with the development i of informants regarding Communist
activities. Supervisor WILLIAM L. RYAN has suggested that considera-
tion be given to the possibility that excellent infomants could be
developed on Communist natters through the utilization of Com^m^sts
who are nro-Tito. Such individuals, of course, would be normally of
Yugoslav extraction" ——

*

It is pointed out that many of these individuals are definitely anti-
Stalin at this time and it has been observed that in the Chicago
Division members of the fiogaanniat-Party Va-ro hppn oYronfl^ heoAnsa

It i3 known that there are several individuals in the Chicago Division-
who are members of various Communist front groups but who a re defi-
nitely anti-Stalin. While it is true that .these individuals are Com-
munists^joonethelnssitJyrTelli^^
that these individuals could be utilized as "infor^-nts- in orriep to
secure -information regarding Communists who are pro-Stalin

.
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UNITE® STATES GOVHffllES OCJVEHQWIT

DATE: Novlmber 3, 19lj9

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, OKLAHOMA CITY

SUBJECT: SECURITY- INDEX INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES, -

ADMINISTRATIVE HANDLING, AND BELATED HATTERS

Reference is made to . SAC Letter No. 97, Series 19k9, dated
October 19» 19k9> which contains information concerning the contents
and appearance of Security Index Cards.

For purposes of uniformity and in an effort to save agent and
stenographic time, it has been suggested that a form Security Index Card
might be prepared containing the information set forth in referenced letter.
Much of the information required on the front of the Security Index
Card could appear on a form and would require little typing in the field.
With regard to the reverse side of the Security Index Card, it has been
suggested that in addition to the information contained in the uniform
field photograph stamp a notation might be made in a form Security Index
Card requesting information such as the subject's possession of firearms
or his potential dangerousness.

^ 1

It is also suggested that a form Confidential/informants' Card
“TiTTs felt

~

save agent and stenographic time in the field.

The above suggestions are submitted for the Bureau's consideration.
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I'ntfcli §fatea Bepavtment of 2toatitt

ifcftrral bureau of Imirstiigatimt

Hlasljinston 25, SB. <£.
PERSONAL ATTENTION
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

leceitfber 20, 19^9
HOOVER CALLAHAN KEAY
TOLSON CALLAN LAUGHLIN
CLEGG CARLSON' — LEONARD
CONNELLEY CARTWRIGHT^ LONG
GLAVIN CONRAD McCABB, ,E.

HARBO DOWNING * McCABE, N.

LADD EDWARDS, H. L. McGUIRE
NICHOLS EGAN — McINTIRE-
ROSEN FEENEY^*

1

MOBLEY -
TRACY FLETCHER'*" MOHR
BAUMGARDNER GURNEA—

‘

NANNA «T

BOSWELL
,

JONES, M. A. NAUGHTEN *r

J ,-r

H.-.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
EXCEPT HKSS2 SHOWN
OTHERWISE

(A) C0Mf$NIST PARTY « C^INa) COMMUNIST ^ARTY - U.S.A., CONFIDENTIAL ..INFORMANT

COVERAGE —: Recent information available to the Bureau indicates that several. o^J
individuals have entered the United States from China es underground, rep-

~ v

resentativesu^ilJ:heJ^nneee^0oig35^stsT~"Thg~aiirgationo"re'fiec t ' that

higSiy placed. Chinese Communists are among this group and will, In the event
of recognition, takeover Chinese Diplomatic, Consular and United Nations 2 ?j

Posts., Also it is indicated that the group will conduct a concerted effort g ^
to recruit Chinese students and other Chlne Jce^.lnta,Jths, JOorpunlst Party. It Q o«

is furtHer”lreported that the Corraunist Party, U.S.A.; and the Chinese Communist
Party are in close liaison regarding plans for Infiltrating and influencing
the Chinese organizations and comuni ties in the United. States The pUr -;

ported plans include the expenditure of $15,000,000 by the Communist Party,
U.S.A.; for the recruitment of Chinese students and, the payment of bribes of
$200 per month for active-membership in the Communist Party. The Bureau's
investigation to date also indicates^iat /Sqrye of these individuals obtained
fraudulent entry into this country.

The recent gains’ of the Communists in China as’ well as the active
agitation by Chinese Communist agents and the Communist Party ,

U.S.A. makes
it inevitable that there are in. this country persons of Chinese racial ex-;

traction. Who may, under present circumstances, have undergone a change in
political sympathies and, may now have begun, to work actively for the 'Chinese > :

Communist cause. The Bureau desires that all offices be alert to report /
and. invest!goto the activities of these .individuals and. that

crcd in connection With the Bureau's security index programf^^'^

This information also serves to point up the necessity8£>iDE6l29 4949 «

offices to reconsider and reevaluate the need for informant coverage among
persons of Chinese racial extraction,. It is indicated that there ^

SAC LETTER NO.. 112
Series 19^9

NEASE—
PARSONS
PENNINGTON
RENNEBEBGER
ROGERS
SCOTT-:
SIZOO
TAMM, Q.

WAIKART
WALL -
WHITSON

^ ,

5 &iAN4



an increasing use for this typo of Informants,, not only for the proper
investigation of Individual cases hut for the desired coverage' of the
activities of the Communist Party, U.S.A. f

'

(

Every effort should therefore be made by all field divisions
to' establish reliable and confidential Informants among these groups.
Caution, should, however, be exercised to periodically reevaluate these
Informants due to the strong Influences which can be exerted on these
individuals.

Very truly yours,

John. Edgar Hoover

Director

12-20-U9
SAC LETTEB NO. 112 - 2
Series 19^9
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DECLRSSiriCATTON AUTHORITY DERIVED FRttf:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 08-13-2014
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F65M72K70

New York, New York

CLASSIFIED AND

EXTENDEIW^
REASON ftr: L.rr

FCIM, IL
;

DAI?.
D£CLAiS»-^r..J

November 25 , 1949
CONFIDENTIAL

SSSH
OTHET-vr S^SZOM

NATIONAL DEFENSE INFOUANT
(Bureau file 123-3463

}

Re ay letter September 30, 1^49, uteting that the Bureau would

be adviaed of information in. **- York Office concerning

the individual* mentioned by| — 1

The purpose of thia letter is W aumaariae the more pertinent

reference* in the files of thia office concerning the peraorw accused by.

f
[of being Cosmunista or fellow travelers. ,

The New York files fail to reflect any 1

individuals on the baaia of information furnished 1

1, for the fell* wing

The following are summaries of the information in the files of

this office on the indivitals named below:

I
1 L vasOpE- .

Thia nffjua has a closed file on| |reflecting an

investigation off |by the New York City Police Department based upon

CJMiNJG
62-10070

U> is .P 'Tl

04M^-
CLARIFIED

by D*WME
•CATiJtezs



Letter to Director, FBI
NY 62-10070

;ret
. a crannla.i nt received on January 8, 1941 from K I that

| pras a -well knoim Communist, The Police Department inveetigation
failed to reflect any evidence of Communist Party membership. The March 13.

1948 issue of the "New York. Journal American" contained a colum by I I

FEQLER wb devoted td J

-

amh^-rghfp and activities in Communist
fronts,

1 I
column stated wiad la mentioned 17 times in

"Committee Print Appendix, Part IX, wfimuniflt Front Organizations,* published
by the Goverp""* pointing Office in 1944. The files of the New York Office
reflect that I I has been active in the American Russian Institute, Russian
"War Relief, American Committee for Democracy and Intellectual Freedom, and
other organizations.

)

pis a subject of a ease entitled, *| |wasj

SECURITY - C" (Bureau file 100-24499 j New York file 100-80918).

|

|ms one of the "Hollywood Ten" who were convicted of contempt for
refusing to tell the House Committee on Un-American Activities whether he
wait or had bpn -» member of the Communist Party. The files of this office
reflect that] [has been active in the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Comaittee,
Citiaea* Cosralttee Tor Harry Bridges, National Committee for People’s Rights,
Schappes Defense League, American Russian Institute, and other front
organizations.

0c September 19. 1944, Confidential Informant
[

reported a
conversation between

|
[of the NMU and |l*WIN of t.ha Tjlue

Network, NBC. This conversation related to LKWIN’S requesting! |to

start a letter-writing campaign in order to get ah employee by the name of

| [
discharged for reading a script on the air without first submitting

it to LEWIN for approval. L|\

The ff*
— that

| |
ie a subject of

a case entitled,!
Jj

Special Assistant to the
Commissioner, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania! LOYALTY OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES" (Bureau file 101-20$),
During the course of this investigation, informant stated that I | i

had been either a Communist Party member or a sympathizer. I

'
|was <*

also the subject of a case entitled,
| l

wss j iNTERNaSj£>

SECURITY - R, HATCH ACT" (Bureau file 101-20$). During the course of thWK'
investigation, informants related that MANGIONE had written articles for'tfie

"Daily Worker" and had either been a Coumunist Party member or sympathizer.

-2-



Letter to Direotor, FBI
NY 62-10070

By letter dated October 20, 1949, entitled,
| |

Waited
State* Department of State, New York, Near Yorkt LOYALTY OF 30VERWIENT FWPLOIFFS*
the Bureau requested baokp-ound data on|

|

Results of the New York
indioe* search on| (will be reported to the Bureau in a separate
communication under the above loyalty caption.

By letter dated March 28, 1942, the Bureau advised that I ____]
| |

who was applying for a position with NBC, left
Germany on the arrival or Hitler and subsequently settled in France and joined

the French Ministry of Propaganda.
|

l ie the subject of a Pending oase
entitled,

|

VOA - Special Inquiry, State Department." This
caULJBU recently discontinued on Bureau instructions and background data
on| I will be submitted to the Bureau in an RUC report in the above Captioned
VOA matter.

The files of this offioe reflect that by letter dated January 17,
1944 entitled. ! k Office of
War Information; INTERNAL SECURITY, HATCH ACT", the New York Offioe advised
the Bureau of a meeting held at the fame nf FITTER DTPS. 57 West 12th Street,
New York City, which was attended by

| |
It is not

L
jaant a eaaaijnii

thlaj (a Idantipal with the person mentioned by~ —
|, NeW jOTk City, is known to h““ ,

.cation to Governor DSWFY in 1943 urging the release of
| |

The files of this office reflect that been
listed as a sponsor or otherwise identified with the League of American
Writers, Reichstag Fire Trial Anniversary Ccsmittee, Independent Citisena

Committee of the Arts, Sciences and Professions, and the People's Radio
Foundation. ^

Jls the subject of a case entitled

J

Special Inquiry. OFFICE FOR T&ERGFNCY MANAOiFNT This investigation l

fltoted that! |
had been a member of a number of organizations reportedly

controlled by Communists, and had registered as a Communist voter in 1936.

By letter dated July 15, 1949 entitled, I b SECURITY MATTER - C »j

aew York Office advised the Bureau of I I testimony ih
v
the

| [

perjury trial and the fact that numerous entries £n a mono book of



Latter to Director, FBI
HI 62-10070

|indicated a highly antagonistic attitude toward the FBI.

of thie office reflect that
| |

The files
was a sponsor or otherwise identified with

the National Committee for the Defense of Political Prisoners, National
Committee for People's Rights, Spanish Refugee Relief Camp, league of American
Writers, Cosmittee Defending Rights of Communists to be on Ballot, American
Committee for Democratic and Intellectual Freedom and other organisations.

On February 25, 1949,
| I

partner in the law firm of
Marshall, Brattsr, Seligson 6 iuein, 15D Broadway, Hew fork City, advised
an agent of this office that he is a member of the Board of Education, New
York City, and was formerly an advisor of a dslegation on the United Nations
Economic arid Social Council.

Iork.

,1941 former Confidential Informant
|

Jatated
i Communist fellow traveler, had a brother,
lof the Board of Higher Education in New

The "Daily Worker" Issue of September 28, 1942, Page 2, Column 6,
listed I I lawyer, as one of a group of signers of a petition to
President RQQSSVSLT urging him to act to gain political freedom for India.

|
[ was a member of the National Lawyers Guild in

1940* One
| |

was listed as a member of the Advisory Board of the
New Jersey Labor School, ilbo known as WALT WHITMAN School of Social Science
in 1945.

The "New York Times'* issue of March 31, 1946 reflected that

I
spoke before the annual conference of the Association of

Teachers of Social Studies of New York, and urged Russia and the United
States to pull aside "curtains" that keep them from understanding each other.
Confidential Informant I© BOS TS 216 advised that one|

\
Hew

York City, had been considered as a possible speaker on the alms end purposes
of UNESCO before a meeting of the American Association of Scientific Workers.
One

| |

ia| |of the ROBERT MARSHALL Civil Liberties Trust Fund

The files of this office reflect that
I 1 hae been a

sponsor or otherwise identified with the American Society for Cultural Relations,
with Russia Book Committee, National Committee for Defense of Political
Prisoners, independent Citizens Committee of the Arte, 8cienoes and Profeesioi
Citizens United to Abolish the Woed-Rankin Committee, American Russian
Institute, and other organisations.

-4-



Letter to Direotor, FBI
NY 62-10070

ET

Confidential Informant! | stated that CARL VAN DORN irate a
member of the Friends of . Tt.al 1 an i lemocracy in July, 1947. The files of
this office reflect that| |has been active as a speaker before
meetings of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee and has been a
sponsor or otherwise identified with Artists Front to Win the War, American
Society for Cultural Relations with Russia Book Committee, National Federation
of Constitutional Liberties, Citizens United to Abolish the Wood-Rankin
Comnittee, American Relief for Greek Democracy, and other organizations.!

3-s a subject of a case entitled]^
of the Co-ordinator of Infonnation, Employee Investigation" Bureau file
77-23Q22L—This investigation failed to reflect any subversive activities
on|

|
part. The April 19, 1948 issue of the "Voice of Freedom*

.

published by the Voice of Freedom Committee, contained an article lauding

j

* “
' ^adio Commentator, CBS, for his "courage and honesty" and

said that he was to be honored by the newspaper guild for his radio program.
This article requested readers to write to CBS supporting

| |

, The February 27, 1942 issue of "HI" contains an article by I |

|
attacking the Dies Committee for labeling people Communists merely

because they belonged to an organization which the Dies Committee terms a
Communist front organization. £By letter dated June 24, 1945, in the c ase
entitled, "SODAC, IPW YORK CITYj INTERNAL SECURITY , B " t.he Bureau was
advised of a telephone conversation between one| kph.) and

I lof the USSR Consulate in New York. This conversation was
1945 the Bureau advised

spoke Russian,
in the Russian language. By letter dated
that the record of OWI did not indicate that

thereby indicating that he was not identical with the person who spoke to

C— L(u>

_ H Office
of Co-ordinator of Information, Editorial Applicant—SEECIAL INQUIRY." On

Jwas a subject of a case entitled,!

March 19, 1942, ONI, New York City, advised that| | supports the

Communist leadership of the New York Newspaper Guild and is either jftifember
of the Communist Partyyor a close sympathizer

! [
is also the^apbject

/

I

b7D



Letter to Director, FBI
NY 62-10070

StmET
in a ease entited,|

|
INTERNAL SECURITY -

,

file 100-38309). me llJLSs or Tims office also reflect that]
member of the Board of Directors of the American Russian Ins'

sponsor of Russian War Relief.

IT” (Bureau
was a

>e and a

<5*
.1st

New York City, was on the
il Liberties in

‘

Jhas been a sponsor
mailing list ir the National Federation of
The files of this office also reflect that
or otherwise identified with the American League for Peace and Democracy,
American Civil Liberties Union, Lawyers Committee on American Relations with
Spain, Committee of Cultural Relations with Latin America, League of
American Writers, and other organizations.

, 1 On March 30, 1942, ONI, New York City, stated that|
j

1 Iwas a member of the National Committee of the w -t 1
i stare

Committee, a club organized to aid the followers of I [ who had
been tried fnr wedi-Hnn -in tHi^«ap0ii3 . The files of this office also
reflect than (has been a sponsor or otherwise identified
with the National committee for People's Rights, Artists Front to Win the
War, Congress of American Soviet Friendship,American Committee for the
Protection of the Foreign Born, National Council of American Soviet Friendship,
Independent Citizens Committee of the Arts, Sciences and Professions, American
Relief for Creek Demooracy, Ino., Committee for a Democratic Far Eastern
Policy, Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, and similar organizations

.

On April 27 - 1944. « hi

I I HI UHf l .lllimi r.Tflw. km»nayi«T~i

ither thl
q^

I ia

iihlx confidential source advised that
L Bronx, New York City, was a member

,de Club, Communist Party. It is not
Idffint.i with the person named by

i also the name of the

a sponsor or otherwise identified with the Congress of American Soviet
Friendship, League of American Writers, American Committee for the fhrt&efetio



Letter to Director, FBI

NY 62-10070

of the Foreign Born, Spanish Refugee Relief Cdfop, National Counoil of
American Soviet Friendship, American Russian Cultural Association, Friends
of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, Committee for Medical Aid to the Soviet
Union, Inc,, and other organizations.

Confidential Informant I I stated that Q "Jwas one of
the speakers at the 10th Anniversary of the Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln

I

Brigade hjsld on February 12, 1947 at the Hotel Astor, New York City,
as also on the National Reception Committee for Madam Curie at

a dinner given by the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee in the Hotel
Astor, See York City, on March 31, 1948. On September 23. 1QA1. Confidential
Informant I L stated that, in a renant conversation

| [
had

told the informant .that had broken off ties with the
Communists, rof

Files of the New York Offioe reflect that|
|

was Vice-
Chairman of the Civil Rights Defense Committee in 1942 and was a sponsor
or otherwise identified with the league of Professional Group for Foster and
Ford, National Committee for Defense of Political Prisoners, Non-Partisan
Committee for Defense of I I. American Civil Liberties Union, and
other organizations.

! - <[”“
| is a subject of a case entitled

J

MATTER - (Bureau file 100-91667).
,

with Bureau agents in connection wit)

] SECURITY

advised that although he had been very much in favor of
the early 1930‘s

Communism during
he has since become disillusioned with Communism,

Jwas guest of honor at the United Nations in America
dinner given by the American Committee for the Protection of the Foreign
Bom on April 17, 19A3. information furnished bv Washington Field Offioe
Confidential Informant! I stated that I

|,
an author and lecturer,,

made an appointment to call on
| |

at the Soviet Embassy, Hashii

D. C,, at XOiOO a.m. January 17, 1947. On January 17 agents of the Was!

SETOET

b7D
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Letter to Director, FBI
NT 62-10070

Afield Office observed an unidenti
at 10*00 a.m. and
was identical with

'M
of "Current

r
accompanied
filmed "Russia as it
Russian progress

.

individual enter the Soviet Embassy
m., and it is believed that this individi

w The Los Angelee Office stated that the
~T> was included in a list of names maintained byl I

Director of the Civil Rights Gqj

and 1933 1

to Russia and with the latter
Was, Russia as it is Today," a picture history of

(U)

On May 10, 1944, the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee
ier held at the Biltmore Hotel, New York City. Confidential
Hwas present at this function and reported that] 1

J noted publisher and author, paid tribute to the underground forces of
the world working against the overthrow of Fascism, and also criticised
elements in the United States for red baiting. The files of the Nit York
Office reflect thatl

~| has been a sponsor or otherwise identified with
the National Committee for People's Rights, Congress of American Soviet
Friendship, American Committee for Spanish Freedom, New York Conference for
Inalienable Rights, and other organisations. %JU)

Ctt June 3, 1947, 1 I
New

York City, exhibited a resume prepared by an antl-Communist group in the
Actum Equity Association. I Isald thatl Iwae a committee
member and a patron of the !

""[
Memorial Committee, along with

many other Conaunists or Communist fellow travelers

.

\

la the subject of a case entitled,
[

]
SPECIAL INQUIRY, Office of Co-ordinator of Information." it 18

whether or nr* »•»*<« ±m wh+.k the pereon named

The name of|
[
New fork City

appeared on the .National Federation of Constitutional Liberties Willing
list in 1941,

re .nation

4w>

On April 2, 1943, 0-2, New York City, advised that duringJ
survey of waterfront meeting places of marine personnell, the foil _

information was obtained? "At the Mautkeller Tavern. 13th Street i»nd 3rd

Avenue, Naif York City, ol Iwho claimed * ‘espectively



.at** ^

matters

.

They were heard to state that they were intimately associated with
| |

who was employed by the newspaper "Hi. 1* They also stated that
they knew all about _thfl Haaahlanca landing long before it occurred** The
0-2 report said thaj_

1
was alleged to be a member of the Coamunist

.
Party, thw w-itRT-a fichftnl and the MU. It is not known whetljaE_or_mit the
above|

_

lis with the person mentioned by l 1 One
j~" ™

~ \
of

l
1 New York City, was a member of the

American Artists Congress in 1941*

Qi July 29, 1944 and November 27, 1944. thj a nffin»

information from the Office of Censorship that l widow
of|

[
was a Trotzkyiat and a member of the Civil Rights

Derense uormattee and the International Rescue and Relief Committee*

For the Bureau »a information J 1 haa made sub-
sequent visits to the New York Office and it now appears that he is
suffering from a well developed, deep-rooted persecution complex and
labors under the impression that, nnmminJBta and fellow travelers in the
radio industry, including

1 |
are responsible for

|

difficulty in obtaining employment in the radio industry. Iriroraa&ion

furnished by] J Inriinat.aa that hia mother is apparently inaan* =>»<*-

that l

~~1
blame s | p for her mental disintegration.

|
|also

believes that the Communis us and fellow travelers mentioned by him intend
to perform some bodily harm on himself and his family, and he has told
agents that he is considering purchasing a shot gun to defend himself*

oC
In view of the above and since there appears to be a question

1
dependability and mental stability, no efforts are being madeas office to develop him as a Confidential National Defense Informant.

advised that he intended to go to London, England on November 12, 1949
for employment with the B.B.C. in London.

•V Very truly yours.

RD SCHEIDT
. Agent in Charge

b7D

b7D



A FEDERAL BUREAU .OF INVESTIGATIQj
,TED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU^f

TIQWM CC-150 ,

usJH

6 , To: COMMUNICATIONS ^ CONTAINED ^

™..Ips SffiEMD »j!f "• »•—

.

RE: CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS. BUREAU DESIRES TO BE FUEKjHEED WITH SEPARATE

MEMORANDA ON EACH CONFIDENTIAL GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE AND NATIONAL DEFENSE

INFOMAWT IN TOUR OFFICE, BOTH PAID AND UNPAID. EACH MEMORANDUM IS TO BE

PREPARED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER USING THE SUBHEADINGS AS INDICATED. THE

INFORMANT'S NAME, TOGETHER WITH ALL HIS ALIASES AND HIS SYMBOL NUMBER NHL

APPEAR IN THE CENTER OF THE PAGE. THE SUBHEADINGS WHICH MOST BE LISTED ON

THE LEFT MARGIN ARE TO BE USED IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER: ONE, BACKGROUND

PARENTHESIS SET OUT UNDER THIS SUBHEADING IN ADDITION TO OTHER IHFOIMATIOK

A STATEMENT AS TO LENGTH OF SERVICE AND AMOUNT PRESENTLY BEING PAID TO INFORMANT,

|

PARENTHESIS; TWO, PRODUCTIVITY THREE, TYPES OF SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITY OR NAMES

S? 9
OF ORGANIZATIONS COVERED; FOUR, INFORMANT'S LABOR UNION AFFILIATION PARENTHESES l

IN ADDITION TO UNION AFFILIATION, CLEARLY INDICATE WHETHER INFORMANT REPORTS ^
^ ®il

ON AFFAIRS OF UNION OF WHICH HE IS MEMBER,PARENTHESIS; FIVE, COOPERATIVE^SS ^

OF INFORMANT PARENTHESIS INDICATE HEREIN DEGREE OF COOPERATIVENESS, DEPENgABt
» JC-

AND LOYALTY CR LACK THEREOF PARENTHESIS; SH, CRIMINAL RBCOFB, PARENTHESIS^

UNDER THIS HEADING, IF INFORMANT HAS NO KNOWN CRIMINAL RECORD STATE QUOT^NO^^

UNQUOTE. IF THERE IS CRIMINAL RECORD, STATE QUOTE CRIMINAL RECORD ATTACHED

UNQUOTE. YOU NEED NOT FURNISH CRIMINAL RECORD TO BUREAU AS IT WILL BE OBTAINED
|

PARENTHESIS
. MEMORAii

: , v *, -rt? *v> ,

MfLETED AND MAIIJSPTO FURB^U-NOT LATER THAN FIVE PM JANUARf

/ s'

RIP®^940
COPIES DESTROYED

I’NITIALELi >

(IRICICR'U OFFICE

'* J> Vi ;W-



Director, JSJlfcCLASSIFlCi

'Seiieral Bureau of luuestijgatfnu
”

Hintie& States Bepartment of Justice

New York.,? . New York.

CLASSIFIED AND CON^^TIAL

si« §^'fesL ter
=L '

O
j

' Confidential informal

Dear Sir ?~ -t’:
4/ iU *

I

faf
.Reference is made to Bureau letter dated October 12, 1949

•

In Accordance with Bureau instructions,
! |

was

interviewed on December 2, 1949* He advised that he intends to assist a\
the New York Office in the investigation of Communist activities as S /'

follows? W if „
(1) Attendance at all meetings of ihe Casa de Galicia de

Unidad Gallega, 113 West 59th Street, New York City.
| |

’

has advise^ that this organization, which purports to be a Spanish social

club, is in the process of being infiltrated by Communist elements and is,

therefore, becoming a Communist front organization.
|

I .

husband of
| |,

who is a leading Spanish Communist in New York -

City, is the Executive Secretary of the Casa de Galicia.il I|IIW "

(2) Attendance at events sponsored by the' ^La Naclonal”, Spanish
Mutual Aid Society, which according td lis also being in-
filtrated by Communist elements. p^rTTJ

(3) Attendance at all open meetings sponsored by such organiza-
tion as the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, the Coordinating Com-
mittee for a Spanish Republic, the Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade,
and .other Spanish pro-Ccmmunist organizations.

| f
has sub-

. mitted an excellent report on the dinner tendered by the Joint Anti-Fascist
^ Refugee Committee to. the Delegations to the United Nations which voted
' against admission of

|
|spain to the World Organization. In this re-

v poril 1gave a careful and detailed account of the reactions f

t of the Polish and the Yugoslavian representatives to each other. I I

I \
attached copies of speeches made by

| \
Polish

1

Representative, and by Genera]|~ L member of the Spanish Govern-
ment in exile, and furnished very good summaries of other speeches

fl'V

v\p

T(K)Alil6195U ^



Confidential letter to Director
NY 62-10163

(4) Information concerning Dominican revolutionary activity.
This informant has Indicated that he has very good -personal relations with
the Dominican Organization in New York City. In the past the Bureau has
received many requests from the "United States Department of State for in-
formation concerning Dominican activities and the individuals connected

•with them. QvtU)

I

1 (6) Information concerning Spanish Republican groups.
| |

I

advised that he is in a position to furnish information con-
cerning activity by the Alvarez del Vayo, Negrin, and other Spanish

Republican groups.

(6) Information concerning visiting foreign Communists. This

informant has stated that the Basque .Organization frequently receives in-

formation concerning foreign Communists in transit through the United

States. He has offered to make such information available to the New York

,(7) Following the activities of the group conducting the radio

program. "Voice of Fighting Spain". The principal individuals involved

are! __________ I

andl |a, all leading Spanish Communists in New 101K Uity.
(

|
| knows all these individuals and believes that he can cultivate their

acquaintance more extensively, yg

I I resides at | 1 New York City,

Telephone ORchard 4-6260. This is also the address of the Basque Delega-
tion to the United States. It is anticipated that he will be contacted
by SA VICTOR A. JMim. |

|is being assigned Confidential
-Informant symboj

1 ~——— *

/ fhas advised that the financial situation of the
( Basque Delegation is not good and that for this reason some compensation

is desirable. Inasmuch as this informant is believed to be in a position

to obtain valuable -Information, the Bureau is requested to authorise pay-

ment of I I monthly td I plus refund of expenses not to exceed] Y
^a month

T
ror a trial period of three months.

1 j

1 " ^
'J'J

'

EDWARD .SCHEIDT

SAG



REURLET dated December 7, 1949# advising that the above-named
Individual was In a position to furnish current information on Spanish -

Communist activity and related matters In the New fork area*

Based upon yourjaarsanal request authority Is given to bagin pay-
ments to DeGalindex up to

|
\#r month, plua expenses not to exceed

$30*00 per month, for m trial period of 3 months effective January 1, 1950.G

Two weeks prior to the expiration of the authorised period you
should submit an Informative summary and your personal recommendation
as to the informant's continuance* 96 Ui

'Aj&jwom
HEREIN IS ’

EXCEPT /
0THiT..V*AJ

'\£t

/ _ CLASHED mt
[W CONTAINER FVtfctiPEO &

3f?.7/nASct

ce - Mr* Gunsser, 5505

-M £ i t

r i v.ii'1 *



To:

BUREAU OF INVEST!
*. ( STATES DEPARTMENT OR

communicatx— /Ion ,

Transmit the following message to

|wo>J 1 /

10 .. ATIAm,

^

CONFiOENTIM

G
BALTIMORE, B;

DALLAS, LOS AM3SXXS, LOOTSVILLS,
RicawKD, surAmno, san joan,
SPRDKJFIEU), mSHDBTO* HMD

SmWUWOAL REPORT, CKDXS. AD7XSS NHBH REPORT SUBMITTED,



&35X/3
LL INFORMATION C9NT

£3iS (BASHED
ATEiirLSL_By^M



ClassHtedt

ifTm&S/

k>s

Declassify

on:

OADii

„ / . K&s (U) DECUSSfflCMl
FROM SAVANNAH Q2-3O-49J MR 3OI93O 3 : 15 P*M

* m orc-rnp . -n •
1 , * /' 0,

^
CT0R *

'

JU)r CONFIDENT! AL I NFORMAMTSS fREr£RENCETrYOUR TELETYPE DECEMBER Ce/Ut

$28 LASTJ MEMORANDA PRKENTLY BEING PREPAREO THIS OFFICE ON ALL
Informants with symbol numbers, this office also has 137 confiden-

tial INFORMANTS TO WHOM NO SYMBOLS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED. THESE IN-

CLUDE HOTEL MANAGERS, BELLBOYS, WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND TELEPHONE COMPANY CONTACTS, ET CETERA. ADVISE IF BUREAU DE-
SIRES MEMORANDA ON THESE INFORMANTS WITHOUT SYMBOL NyMpERS- ^
RECEIVED 2-30-49jP^jiUiP.M. • U

<{

if the intelligence contained in the above message is to be dW ,95°

outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably nar
order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems

RECEIVED I 12 '•3»-49j^



fECLASSIFICATICM AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

jm AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

5ATE 08-13-2014

F65M72K70

EEAL BUREAU OF IHVESTK

) STATES DEPARTMENT OF

communications section.

Transmit the following message to:

SAVANNAH

IMMEDIATELY MEMORANDA PREPARED BY YOUR OFFICE ON INFORMANTS TOTH

SYMBOL NUMBERS. THEREAFTER PREPARE AND SUBMIT BUREAU PROMPTLY

INDIVIDUAL MEMORANDA ON INFORMANTS TOTHOUT SYMBOL, NUMBERS FOLLOWING

INSTRUCTIONS ^JREAUTEL DECEMBER TWENTY-EIGHT.]

: SYMBOL NU]

(U)

boOWR

COIMP

Oates* ««®
Mm

EXS^fP
o :h£

•(CLASSIFIED DECISIONS FINALIZED

. BY COMMITTEE CDRC)

mpi
SNTAINBD

herein I S UNCIiAfeS ISO

EXTitL’t
1,

,ALI> INFOMATION/5



p

ft»
mu ^mvtm

Myoets**, F3I

n «as
xscssaittj. m&zut£ - c
JTSI me toi«&L3l4

:'*anoiniB

Slara

Jasssa^r IS* Ijvti

? <1

tttfsswrae* la iwads to ttm previous «erres®8**.J«»®*
in cooaoeiiont wiifa this *d»*s#

H^aa» oo advised that <agaa
|

**&$. tmstiMm^
* volaa* of tefomation ecaooridjsg s4smpywm iJ«s boaa set
fertli is IBI roporta 3a this ease*. previously fMviiaJsSil to year
akreioo*

itia identity la beSaf iiacl»@i to you m m bm
investmd Ms v!12in0ttee to testify la #spsrfeati«gi p£®&&tMm6
against liria^ly#

a mwm&y of all of tfea iaforMtiaa to efeiofe Gsciie is
aids to tevUtsr earwomingl I Qmmmt$& effUiofcioee sad
mMMMm fsesttitSy is taoiiig .prepared lay this Bssrasws*® Tiitafeur^i
omsi and will Ini §mtmmd to ym m smm m it any to received*

It is aifpM, hmmm$ . that pi «qr vdsit to tmm
©ratio lateMewsS iaaM^staOy ty f^pssanta^lw of year Ssmoe
la view of Ms peweafe awoKabmty*

. rartfcsr then to wait for mo
^@fsr-amtisned oawwsy*

y

b7D

b7D
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